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El Profeta Muhammad dijo: 
“Cuando un hombre muere, todas sus obras se terminan a excepción de tres tipos: 
una caridad continua y perpetua que deja atrás, o un conocimiento que él enseñó y 
difundió, o un hijo piadoso que pide perdón en su nombre.” 
 
 
 
 
 
Prophet Muhammad said: 
“When a man dies, his deeds come to an end except for three things: a ceaseless 
charity, or a beneficial knowledge, or a virtuous descendant who prays for him.” 
 

Abstract
With the recent advancements in vehicle's industry, driving safety in
passenger vehicles is considered one of the key issues in designing any vehicle.
According to other studies Electronic Stability Control (ESC) is considered
to be the greatest road safety innovation since the seatbelt. Yet ESC has
its drawbacks, that encouraged the development of other stability systems to
correct or compensate these draw backs. But to eciently make up for the
ESC problems the integration of various control systems is needed, which is
a pretty complicated task on its own. Lately, solving this stability problem
became a hot research topic accompanied by the market demands for improving
the available stability systems.
Therefore, this thesis aims to add an innovative approach to help improve
the vehicle stability. This approach consists of an intelligent algorithm that
collects data about the vehicle characteristics and behavior. Then it uses an
Articial Neural Network to construct a fuzzy logic control system through
learning from the optimum control values that was generated beforehand by
the intelligent algorithm. This way, the proposed controller didn't depend only
on experts' knowledge like the other controllers presented in the literature.
This makes the controller more generic and reliable which is a very important
aspect in designing a safety critical controller, like the presented one, where
any fault in it can lead to a fatal accident.
Also using the technique of using an Articial Neural Network to con-
struct a fuzzy logic control allows beneting from the learning and auto-
adaption capability of neural networks and the smooth controlling performance
that fuzzy logic controllers oers.
Simulations results show the eectiveness of the proposed controller for
improving the vehicle stability in dierent driving maneuvers. Where the con-
troller's results were compared to an uncontrolled vehicle and another vehicle
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controlled by a controller from the literature.
Resumen
Cuando un vehculo entra en una curva a alta velocidad, la aceleracion
lateral producida hace que el vehculo tienda a ser mas inestable y menos
controlable desde el punto de vista del conductor. Esta inestabilidad, podra
conllevar un comportamiento no deseado del vehculo, como el sub-viraje o el
sobre-viraje, que pueden llevar al vehculo a salirse de su curso previsto o que
vuelque. Ademas, las estadsticas concluyen que la inestabilidad lateral del
vehculo es causa de accidentes de fatales consecuencias. Para hacer frente a
este problema, se han propuesto varios sistemas de control, con el objetivo de
generar una accion contraria que lleve de nuevo al vehculo a su curso deseado.
Estos sistemas pretenden alterar de una manera u otra las fuerzas centrfugas
del neumatico con el n de producir fuerzas de compensacion que ayuden a
mantener el control lateral del vehculo. Estos controladores presentan estrate-
gias de control diferentes: algunos intentan afectar directamente a los angulos
de direccion de los neumaticos, otros inciden en las fuerzas longitudinales de
los neumaticos para crear un momento de gui~nada alrededor del eje vertical
del vehculo, y por ultimo, otros intentan afectar a la distribucion de la carga
vertical entre los neumaticos. Por ello, debido a la diferencia de las carac-
tersticas de cada uno de estos sistemas, sus capacidades de controlar tambien
dieren. Sin desmerecer a ninguno de ellos, algunos demuestran mayor ecacia
en situaciones de inestabilidad suaves; otros lo son cuando el vehculo llega a
sus lmites de adhesion, y los hay cuando la aceleracion lateral supera un cierto
valor.
Por esta razon, se recomienda el uso de mas de un sistema de control para
beneciarse de las ventajas de sus diferentes conceptos de control. Sin em-
bargo, la combinacion de mas de un controlador de estabilidad de un vehculo,
no es tarea facil, dado que podran producirse conictos entre los diferentes
controladores, as como la superposicion de los diferentes objetivos de control.
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XAdicionalmente, una simple combinacion podra llevar a una mayor compleji-
dad del hardware y el software usados, debido a la posible repeticion de sen-
sores y actuadores, y en consecuencia a una complejidad de cables de conexion.
Por ello, se han propuesto sistemas de Dinamica de Vehculos de Control In-
tegral (IVDC), para proporcionar una integracion cuidadosamente dise~nada
con el objetivo de coordinar los diferentes sistemas de control del chasis. De
esta manera, los conictos de control podran ser eliminados, y los resultados
podran reforzarse aun mas mediante tal combinacion. Igualmente el coste y la
complejidad del sistema podran reducirse debido al posible uso compartido de
sensores, actuadores, unidades de control y cables. Recientemente, los sistemas
de IVDC han sido un tema de investigacion recurrente, existiendo distintos sis-
temas en la literatura que han intentado controlar varias combinaciones de los
citados controladores utilizando una variedad de tecnicas de control, muchos
de los cuales han mostrado resultados prometedores en la mejora del manejo
del vehculo a traves de los resultados de simulaciones.
No obstante, estos sistemas eran manualmente dise~nados y probados en
un numero limitado de maniobras y condiciones. Ademas, han sido testados
en las mismas maniobras utilizadas para su dise~no y, por tanto, su abilidad
y previsibilidad son cuestionables. Por otra parte, los sistemas de control de
estabilidad del vehculo son considerados como sistemas de seguridad crtica,
donde cualquier error podra causar un accidente fatal. De este modo, como
consecuencia de la imprecision humana, un controlador dise~nado manualmente
que ha sido desarrollado a traves de pruebas de situacion limitada, es propenso
a errores que generan deciencias en ciertas zonas de control o a inexactitudes
en las decisiones de los valores de control.
Por otra parte, la seleccion manual del margen de control dedicado a
cada sub-sistema integrado no asegura la optimizacion de las capacidades de
los controladores. Ademas, dado que estos controladores son dise~nados por el
hombre, cualquier variacion de las caractersticas del modelo del vehculo, como
por ejemplo algo tan sencillo como el cambio en la rigidez de la suspension,
necesitara de intervencion humana para volver a calibrar o volver a ajustar
manualmente el sistema con el objetivo de adaptarse a la variacion realizada.
Por lo tanto, en esta tesis se intentara reemplazar el conocimiento hu-
mano y los sistemas dise~nados manualmente, por un sistema automatizado e
inteligente, que autoconstruye el sistema de control sin intervencion humana.
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Este metodo utilizara una red neuronal inteligente que aprende los valores
optimos de control a traves de un algoritmo extenso de minera de datos. En
consecuencia, se autoconstruye un controlador de logica difusa que corrige la
estabilidad del vehculo a traves de un sistema activo de correccion de la en-
trada al volante y un sistema de control de angulo de gui~nada mediante los
frenos. Las entradas de control de estos sistemas seran la velocidad del angulo
de gui~nada y el angulo de deslizamiento lateral, siendo los controladores mas
ecaces presentados en la literatura.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, high end vehicles look more like the intelligent vehicles of
the ction movies displayed 20 years ago. Some of these vehicles are now
equipped with highly advanced user interfaces that react to the driver needs
and decisions. They can provide the driver with addresses, directions and
trac information. They can also avoid collisions and improve the vehicle's
dynamics depending on the driving situations. Also they can automatically
park the car or help the driver to follow the correct speed limit or to keep the
lane, etc.
This thesis addresses the intelligent control of the vehicle lateral stabil-
ity. Aiming to improve the vehicle performance and therefore decrease the
possibility of accidents and increase the passengers safety. This chapter will
start by introducing the presence of electronic components in modern vehicles.
Then, it will introduce the safety controllers that is mainly addressed in this
thesis.
1.1 Electronic control in modern vehicles
In the last three decades and with the digital revolution, the vehicles
manufacturing industry has been embracing more and more car mobile com-
puters, also known as, Carputers, or known technically as Electronic Control
Units (ECUs). In the 1980s, the main electronic devices found in a car was
the radio and the engine controller. And the main car buying criteria were
the engine power, car speed and body design [15]. But nowadays, automotive
electronics are used to improve the comfort, safety, fuel consumption and even
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for extra luxury options. Consequently car buyers choice is highly aected
with these emerging options. In a study by Bosch R [16], they estimate that
a modern upper class automobile would have up to 70 ECUs. Table 1.1 shows
some examples of ECUs that can be found in nowadays cars. Needless to men-
tion, the overhead cost that ECUs present, during 1980, the ratio between the
"Cost of Electronic Embedded system" to the "cost of the car" was 1%, and
raised up to 20% during 2005 and is expected to be 40% in 2015 [17].
1.2 Active Chassis Control
Specically when it comes to vehicle dynamics, numerous active control
systems have been developed to improve vehicle performance and active safety
using dierent actuation concepts or advanced control methodologies. With
the aim of increasing the passenger comfort and the vehicle ride handling.
Most of these systems can be divided into three groups based on their control
objectives; longitudinal control, lateral control and vertical (heave) control, see
gure 1.1. Longitudinal control systems can include Anti-lock Braking Systems
(ABS) and Traction Control Systems (TCS) that automatically modulate the
braking or tractive force to improve the braking or traction performance of
the vehicle. Lateral control systems come into action at cornering situations
to maintain the vehicle stability and prevent it from over/under-steering, such
as, Active Front Steering (AFS), Active Rear Steering (ARS) and Direct Yaw
moment Control (DYC). As for vertical control, in such a type of control no
driver intervention is needed as the control system intends to handle the vehicle
automatically such as the active and semi-active suspensions controller, Active
Roll Control (ARC) and damping controllers.
In this thesis, we are mainly interested in lateral control systems. There-
fore, the main control systems that falls in this category will be discussed in
the next chapters.
1.2.1 Driver, controller and vehicle dynamics interac-
tions
A driver can control the vehicle dynamics through three ways; control
the vehicle throttle, the braking pedals and the steering wheel. The rst
two control systems mainly address the vehicle's longitudinal motion, while
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Figure 1.1: Chassis Dynamics Variables Using SAE Coordinates [1]
the latest controls the lateral motion (directional control). As we mentioned
before, that this thesis focuses on the lateral control of the vehicle, therefore
we will focus our attention on the driver steering input.
A driver steering input is inuenced by two main factors: route following
and vehicle stabilization. The rst task presents the normal direction task,
while the second represents the action of trying to compensate for any unde-
sired maneuver or lateral instability. Both tasks are performed by the driver
through monitoring the feedback information from the vehicle motion, e.g. po-
sition on the road and steering feel, see gure 1.2. Yet the second task is not a
preferred one for the drivers [18] and the increase of its occurrence, decreases
the feeling of safety and ride comfort.
Figure 1.2: Block diagram of the driver-vehicle interaction
When such a task is left solely for the driver it gets aected by the
driver's response time, driving expertise and chance of overreacting to the
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situation. Moreover, when the vehicle endures complicated conditions, such
as, driving on a high speed or on slippery surfaces or in hard weather conditions
or even handling a sudden or dicult maneuver; the risk of the vehicle lateral
instability increases, making the situation even harder for the driver to handle.
At such situations, lateral control systems becomes very useful to avoid the
probability of human-error through avoiding and recovering from any unwanted
route disturbance.
For the control system to achieve a desired control, it monitors the feed-
back information from the vehicle motion just like the driver do, but this time
through sensors and observers. The vehicle motion state is then compared
with the desired state values that on their turn are decided by a reference
model. The current and desired states are then used by the controller that
decides the control action(s) that is carried on by the actuator(s). Figure 1.2
shows a block diagram of the generic concept of such control systems.
Figure 1.3: Block diagram of the driver-vehicle-controller interactions
1.2.2 Standalone Chassis Controllers
As mentioned above, there are numerous ECUs used in todays vehicles.
Various controllers of them are standalone ones; where they work on their own
without being a part of a controlling set or being connected to other ECUs.
Many of these standalone controllers have been designed with the purpose of
active control of vehicle handling. Each of such controllers has eective regions
and a principal function and could be categorized, in terms of the tire forces
they target as follows:
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 Active steering systems: Active Front Steering (AFS), Active Rear
Steering (ARS) and Active Four Wheel Steering (A4S).
 Active roll moment distribution control systems: Active Roll Bar,
Active Suspension and Controllable Dampers.
 Dynamic Stability Control (DSC): driveline based DSC and brake
based DSC.
The rst group of ECUs aects the lateral tire forces, and is considered
very eective in the linear handling, where the lateral tire forces are propor-
tional to the corresponding slip angle. Yet as the car approaches the handling
limit this system doesn't become as eective. Active roll moment distribu-
tion control systems, aims to change the roll moment distribution between the
front and rear suspensions during cornering and thus vehicle handling behavior
can be regulated through balancing the lateral forces between the front and
rear ends of the vehicle. This technique's importance is only evident with the
increase of the vehicle's lateral load displacement. And therefore, it can be
eective at high lateral acceleration situations [19]. Then comes the Dynamic
Stability Control systems that acts directly on the dierential longitudinal tire
forces between the right and left sides of the vehicle. In this way they generate
a counter yaw moment to maintain the vehicle stability. These systems are
pretty powerful when the vehicle reaches its handling limits of adhesion, yet
in normal driving situations it has the major drawback of strongly inuencing
the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle. Giving the drivers a feeling of uncon-
trollability over their vehicles and reducing the vehicle's speed in unnecessary
situations. Section 3.2 provides a detailed explanation and literature review
of these systems.
1.2.3 Integrated Chassis Control
As it can be seen, each of the discussed standalone chassis control tech-
niques have their pros and cons. Which suggests the combination of various
controllers to benet from the advantages of each while trying to overcome
their disadvantages. Nevertheless, combining these safety critical systems can
not be done by a simple arithmetic operation; such that, such a combina-
tion can lead to a conict between the submodules or even an overcorrection
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behavior. Thus, a careful integration technique is required according to the
behavior of each of the integrated controllers. Such an integration would add
modularity, scalability and robustness [11].
This integration also allows to reduce the complexity of the controlling
systems and in sometimes even reduce its cost; by sharing sensors and actuators
between the dierent control system modules. Also this integration allows
having a unique calculating processor that handles the dierent sensors and
actuators through only a singular decision maker. Also it's suggested that
this integration could increase the exibility of the control system design, if
the control target could be broken down to seperate tasks that each of which
could be designed separately [20, 9]. A detailed description of the integrated
chassis control will be detailed in section 3.3.
In this thesis, we will be mainly addressing an integration system of
AFS and brake based DSC. A comparative study of the previously mentioned
chassis controllers will be detailed later in chapter 3 along with our discussion
of why we have chosen these controllers in particular. From those chosen
controllers, the most widely used one in today's vehicles is the brake based
DSC, also known as; Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) or Electronic Stability
Program (ESP) or Electronic Stability Control (ESC). This system will take
an important part of the motivation chapter (chapter 2) to show the impact
of these used systems in improving the vehicles riding safety.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The organization of the next thesis's chapters will be as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the main motivating reason for realizing the presented
work. It starts by displaying the vehicle accidents statistics from around the
world, that veries the eectiveness of the stability control systems. Then it
reviews the laws and regulation that obligates the vehicles manufacturers to
install these systems in all the modern vehicles. The chapter ends by high-
lighting the role of simulations in developing the vehicle control systems.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to review the state of the art of the thesis research
scope. The chapter starts by briey explaining the vehicle cornering dynamics
and the most indicative characteristics that shows the vehicle stability state.
Afterward, the chapter details the dierent standalone chassis controllers and
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it refers to the academic and commercial attention that these systems have re-
ceived. Then the chapter describes the integration techniques of these systems.
Stressing on the importance of this integration and the challenges faced while
integrating dierent systems. Finally the chapter provides a brief explanation
of the concepts that lies beneath the used integration technique.
Chapter 4 denes the objectives of the Ph.D. thesis. It rst states the
addressed problem then it species the objectives of the thesis that shall be
fullled along of the presented work.
Chapter 5 denotes the dierent phases that the presented work had to
go through to fulll the thesis objectives. The described phases are ordered
chronologically, and make references to the document's dierent sections. The
main objectives of this chapter is to orient the readers and give them a complete
overview of the presented work.
Chapter 6 explains how the system was implemented. At the beginning,
the chapter describes the system's modules and their interrelations. Then, the
equations that denes the mechanical models that describes the vehicle are
stated and explained. Afterward, the phases of the controller construction are
detailed. The chapter ends by illustrating the way of integrating the designed
controller in the vehicle, making it ready for the testing phase.
Chapter 7 displays the results obtained by the proposed controller in
comparison to a passive uncontrolled vehicle and a vehicle from the literature.
The three vehicles were tested together on dierent maneuvers at dierent
velocities and in dierent road and weather conditions.
The controlling technique, explained in chapter 6, is thought to be generic
and propitious to control more mechanical systems. Therefore, chapter 8
presents an experiment that tried the same presented algorithm and the con-
trolling approach on a semi-active suspension model. Therefore, this chapter
explains briey the semi-active controlling problem. Then, it explains how the
controller was adapted to control the suspensions systems. Finally, it ends by
demonstrating this experiment's obtained results.
Last but not least, chapter 9 concludes the presented work and suggests
future research possibilities to complete this research line.
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ECU Description
Active Steering
systems
adds a steering correction value to improve the car
handling and stability
Airbag Control
Unit (ACU)
the control unit responsible of the deployment of the
airbag
Anti-lock
braking
system (ABS)
a braking control system that prevents the wheels from
locking up (ceasing rotation) and avoids uncontrolled
skidding
Battery
Management
systems
in electric and hybrid vehicles
Body Control
Module (BCM)
monitors and controls various car electronic accessories
like; power windows, power
mirrors, airconditioning, immobilizer system, central
locking, etc
Electric Power
Steering
Control
Unit (PSCU)
responsible for the managing of the power assisted
steering
Electronic
Stability
Control (ESC)
a braking control system that detects and prevents skids,
by varying the braking moment in dierent wheels
Electronically
Controlled
Suspension
(ECS)
including control systems of active and semiactive
suspensions
Engine Control
Unit (ECU)
monitors and controls internal combustion engine to
ensure its optimum running
Human
Machine Inter-
face (HMI)
responsible for the high level interactions between the
car users and the car control units
Navigation
systems
including GPSs, speed control units, radar based brake
assist(BAS), park assist, lane keep assist, collision
prevention assist, trac sign assist, etc
Powertrain
Control
Module (PCM)
Sometimes the functions of the Engine Control
Unit and Transmission Control Unit are combined into a
single unit called the Powertrain Control Module
Radio system including radios, music players, speakers and ampliers
Transmission
Control Unit
controls modern electronic automatic transmissions to
calculate how and when to change gears in the vehicle
for optimum performance, fuel economy and shift quality
Table 1.1: Examples of Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
Chapter 2
Motivation
With the recent advancements in the vehicle's industry, driving safety in
passenger vehicles is considered one of the key issues in designing any vehicle.
With the increased number of road accidents and the public awareness of
its possible causes, people put car security and stability as one of the most
important aspects while buying a new car. As manufacturers tend to meet
this market demand, they invest large amounts of money in implementing
more advanced security systems and compete between each other on providing
the most secure and stable vehicle.
In this thesis, we will be mainly addressing an integrated control sys-
tem of Active Front Steering (AFS) and brake-based Dynamic Stability Con-
trol (DSC). The integration of both systems together would allow us to prot
from the advantages of each system while trying to compensate for its disadvan-
tages. The brake-based DSC, also known as, Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
or Electronic Stability Program (ESP) or Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
is considered one of the most widely used vehicle stability control systems.
Furthermore, the ESC is considered to be the greatest road safety in-
novation since the seatbelt [21]. This conclusion is supported by studies and
statistics from various countries around the world [22, 23, 2, 24]. Even before
a driver knows there's a problem, ESC senses when a vehicle strays from the
intended travel path or begins to spin out. Then the system automatically
brakes individual wheels and sometimes reduces throttle to keep the vehicle
under control and moving in the intended travel direction [22].
Section 2.1 reviews some statistics and data that shows the eect of
Electronic Stability Control on reducing the number of fatal accidents and will
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take a look on some of the latest international standards that demands the
installment of ESC.
2.1 Statistics and Norms
According to various studies of the evaluation of the eciency of vehicle's
security systems, ESC continues to be one of the most ecient developed
techniques for the prevention of fatal accidents in passenger vehicles, specially
in the accidents that includes a single car turn over. Even before the driver
notices that there's a problem, ESC senses when the vehicle strays from the
intended travel path or begins to spin out, then it starts automatically to
brake individual wheels and sometimes reduces throttle to keep the vehicle
under control, while moving in the intended direction of travel [22]. In this
section, we'll outline some universal statistics that show the importance of
ESC along with the latest standards that impose its employment.
2.1.1 USA statistics and standards
In the USA, according to a 10-years study realized by the "Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety" of the USA [22] [25], with data taken from the
year 1999 to 2008 in 50 states, comparing fatal crash involvement rates be-
tween identical vehicles with and without ESC installed. From the database
constructed from this study, the ESC proved to reduce the risk of accidents by
these percentages:
 Deadly crashes by 33%.
 Single vehicle rollover by 73%.
 Single vehicle fatal crash risk on wet or slippery roads by 59%.
Moreover when studying these statistics for SUV-cars, these percentages
would even increment, since SUV-cars tend to have a higher center of gravity,
therefore they are more likely to get into more situations of loss of control and
roll-over crashes, which ESC helps to prevent.
Aware of these statistics, the "National Highway Trac Safety Adminis-
tration" of the USA issued a rule on 2007 [23], that demands the installation
of ESC in 100% of all light vehicles by 2012 (with exceptions for some vehicles
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manufactured in stages or by small volume manufacturers). And they estimate
that the application of the new standard will help to prevent between 5300 and
9600 anual fatalaty, once all passenger vehicles gets equipped with ESC.
2.1.2 Spanish statistics and European Union standards
In Spain, starting the year 2000 the number of registered vehicles equipped
by ESC began to increase year after year. And by June 2006, the percentage
of these vehicles was 49%, which was the second largest percentage in Europe
after Germany who had a percentage of 75% [2]. Although no dedicated study,
like the one reviewed in the previous section was conducted to study the ef-
fect of ESC on the accidents in Spain. The data collected by the "Direccion
General de Traco" DGT of the Ministry of Interior aairs, about the mortal
accidents that took place in Spain between they years 1993 and 2010 can show
a possible eect of ESC in reducing the number of mortal accidents starting
from the year 2000, see gure 2.1. As you can see that although the number
of registered vehicles increases yearly the number of fatal accidents decreases
noticeably.
Aected by similar data from dierent countries of the European Union
and by the decision made by the USA. On the 10th of March 2009, the Eu-
ropean Parliament approved the standard of the compulsory introduction of
ESC in all new types of vehicles from 1 November 2011, and for all new vehicles
from 1 November 2014 [26]. This new decision is earlier than the originally
foreseen one in the Commission's proposal (COM (2008) 316 nal)[27] that
planed it for the 2018 instead of 2014. The regulation is directly applicable in
the European Member States and reects the car safety standards harmonized
by the United Nations [28].
2.1.3 Japanese statistics and extensive study
Another more detailed study about the eectiveness of ESC was con-
ducted by Toyota Japan [3]. Although this study is relatively older than the
ones discussed in the previous two sections; the way it was carried on by makes
it still interesting. In this study they tend to analyze the causes of the fatal
accidents and measure the percentage of these accidents that was caused by
the loss of stability.
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Figure 2.1: Number of mortal accidents in Spain [2]
Basing their data on the Japanese statistics of trac accidents, vehicles
with ESC showed approximately a 35% reduction in single car accidents and
a 30% reduction for head-on collisions with other automobiles. While in more
severe accidents, this result would increase to approximately 50% and 40% re-
ductions. Furthermore, analysis showed that VSC may reduce more accidents
in higher speed ranges where vehicle dynamics play a greater part.
The study states that from all the serious accidents that takes place in
Japan, 20% of them are due to the loss of stability. Where 65% of them
are caused due to car skidding. From these accidents that are caused by
skidding, 25% of them is caused by inadequate steering maneuver and 20%
due to the change of road conditions, see gure 2.2. All these percentages
could be eliminated by a vehicle stability control system.
Figure 2.2: Breakdown of Serious Accidents [3]
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2.2 Research challenges
As suggested from the previous sections ESC seems to yield exceptional
results and has a noticeable impact on the reduction of the number of accidents
and road victims. But is this enough? have we reached a perfect control system
that cannot be improved?
According to Bruton et al.[29], the conrmation of the eciency of ESC,
is inconclusive, but promising. Which demands more extensive research and
analysis of these systems to be carried out, as these safety systems are increas-
ingly becoming standard ttings in modern vehicles.
And hither starts the presented thesis, to try to oer an improvement of
the available systems by integrating other chassis control systems to work in
parallel with a DSC system, to achieve improved safety of the vehicle's ride.
The integrated control system presented in this work is designed and tested
using Matlab and Simulink simulation software, and hence the next section is
dedicated to describe the importance of simulation in such systems.
2.3 Role of Simulation in the development of
Active Vehicle Dynamics Control systems
Active Vehicle Dynamics Control systems are highly considered to be
safety critical systems; such that, any malfunction or failure of these systems
may result in serious accidents or severe damage. Hence, the testing phase
of the design process, although its a crucial phase, it is not an easy task
and usually it's costly and time consuming. Furthermore, these systems are
designed to improve the stability of the vehicle as it approaches its handling
limits. And therefore, these systems should be tested at these sever situations,
which may lead to fatal crashes in case of any error. Moreover, the tuning of
such controllers needs lots of data of dierent vehicle maneuvers at dierent
road conditions, and certainly these data on its turn is inuenced with human
error which makes it less accurate and/or less repeatable.
Therefore, the simulation can play a highly important role in the design
and testing phases, especially when introducing new controlling concepts or
controlling algorithms. Since testing on a simulation is much faster and easier
than a lab test, because a simulation takes much less time than a eld test.
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And as the simulation would always be an approximation to the real situation,
the simulation quality is highly aected by the quality of the vehicle model
used in the simulation. Such that, a high quality model with a high number of
degrees of freedom would provide a more substantive simulation than another
simpler model.
Furthermore, simulations oer high exibility to redesign the control sys-
tem or re-adapt it from one vehicle model to the other. For example, while
changing a suspension in the testing vehicle would require removing the actual
suspension and installing the new one and consequently re-instrumenting the
vehicle. In a simulation, this could be simply achieved by mainly changing the
spring and damper curves in the used vehicle model.
So to help reduce the project costs and development time, an excellent
procedure would be using a simulation to design the controller and tune it,
then the verication phase would be done using eld tests [30].
Chapter 3
Literature Review
This chapter aims to briey review the extensive state of the art of the
dierent technologies used to improve the vehicle lateral stability. The chapter
starts by briey explaining the basic concepts of vehicles lateral dynamics that
are necessary for the further explanation of this chapter. Afterward, it reviews
the published work on active chassis control systems, rst by discussing the
dierent types of standalone controllers divided by their eect on tire forces.
Afterward, the integration approaches of dierent controllers are discussed
along with reviewing the published work that used these techniques. Finally,
the chapter explains the used integration technology.
3.1 Vehicle Cornering Dynamics
NB This section is dedicated to review the old well known basic concepts
of vehicles lateral dynamics. And therefore, it provides a summary of the
explanation provided in the books [5, 31, 6, 32, 33] and the university lecture
notes [4, 34].
Vehicle handling is a loosely used expression that refers to the respon-
siveness of a vehicle to the driver input. The cornering behavior of the vehicle
is considered an important measurement of that handling. So that handling
characteristics considers the relationship between both the driver and the ve-
hicle; where the driver is the intelligence, the observer and controller, and the
vehicle is the system that creates the maneuver force; this system is considered
as a "closed-loop" system, gure 3.1. But since it's very dicult to charac-
terize the driver, the vehicle is characterized alone as an "open-loop" system
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which is the vehicle response to the steering input or more accurately "direc-
tional response". Usually the directional response or the open-loop response
is measured by the understeer gradient under steady-state conditions or even
quasi-steady-state conditions.
Figure 3.1: Driver-vehicle interaction as a closed-loop relation [4]
This section will start by making a brief explanation of the role of tires on
the cornering performance of the vehicle. Afterward, a simplied vehicle model
is explained, this model will be further used to explain the cornering behavior
of the vehicle. Consequently, the cornering dynamics of a vehicle turning on
both low speed and high speed are explained; to show the dierence between
both situations and to highlight the need of control systems to makeup for the
vehicle instabilities generated by the vehicle cornering characteristics. Then
the oversteering and understeering behaviors of the vehicles are explained, and
the environmental disturbances that accentuate these behaviors are mentioned.
Finally the control variables that indicates a good measurement of the vehi-
cle's instability are reviewed, while showing the mathematical relation between
them and between the previously discussed equations. These control variables
are the mostly used ones in the literature that will be reviewed in the next
section and also the control variables used in the presented control systems.
3.1.1 Tire mechanics
The point of contact between the vehicle and the ground are the wheels
and therefore the tire mechanics play a very important role in negotiating
the desired maneuvers since they represent the transmission of all the vehicle
components eorts to the ground. The eld of tire mechanics is a very ample
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eld and lots of research have been dedicated to it and still more research is
contributed day after day. Therefore, this section will only present a summary
of the related aspects to of the tire mechanics to the lateral vehicle dynamics.
When a lateral force is applied to a tire, the contact patch of this tire
is deformed and it develops a lateral force opposing to this applied force. If
the same scenario happens while the tire is in action (rolling), the tire moves
forward with an angle  with respect to its direction, due to the generated
opposing lateral force, this angle is called the slip angle, see gure 3.2. This
side-slip angle is a result of the exible character of the rubber tire that allows
it to keep heading to its intended direction while having a lateral motion. This
angle has a substantial eect on the vehicle dynamics and stability, and could
be a cause or a consequence of the lateral forces. For example, a lateral force
due to gust would lead to a side-slip of the tire and hence reaction forces under
the tire. Also steering the steering wheel, leads to a side-slip in the tire that
would produce lateral forces to turn the vehicle.
Figure 3.2: Representation of the simplied bicycle model [5]
Another important aspect of a vehicle negotiating a curve is the body
roll movement and consequently the lateral load transfer, see gure 3.3. Such
that, the lateral force decreases as the vertical load increases, and this is known
as the load sensitivity phenomenon. Furthermore the friction coecient of the
tires , that describes the amount of the friction between the tire and the road,
is dened as the ratio of the lateral force to the applied vertical load:
 = Fy/Fz (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: Relation between the lateral force with respect to the lateral load
transfer [5]
The lateral force generated by the wheel Fy is known as the "cornering
force". This force increases proportionally with the slip angle and at low slip
angles ( 5) the relationship between both is linear, and can be described as:
Fy = C (3.2)
Figure 3.4: Cornering stifness of the tire [5]
C is known as the "cornering stiness", and is dened as the slope of
the curve for Fy with , see gure 3.4. The cornering stiness is dependent on
the tire properties; such as, the tire size, its type, the number of plies, the cord
angles, the wheel width and tread; all are signicant variables which dene the
tire characteristics. But above all the tire load and ination pressure are of a
high importance. Nevertheless, the speed does not aect highly the cornering
forces produced by the tire. Due to the high sensitivity of the cornering force
to the vertical load, the cornering coecient CC is used to describe the tire
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cornering properties, and is dened as:
CC = C/Fz (3.3)
3.1.2 A Simplied Vehicle Model
To be able to explain the rest of this chapter a simple vehicle model would
be helpful to describe the basic concepts of the vehicle lateral dynamics. A
good simplication of the vehicle model when the behavior of the left and
right front wheels are assumed to be similar is the simple bicycle model, where
the two front wheels and the two rear wheels are considered to be on the same
track, see gure 3.5. This model has the ability of considering many important
properties of the vehicle's dynamics and stability performance under many
dierent conditions. This model is explained here only to help explain the
other parts of the current chapter, but will not be further used through the
thesis. Instead the work presented by this thesis uses more complex vehicle
models and will be explained later in chapter 6.
Figure 3.5: Representation of the simplied bicycle model [4]
As could be derived from gure 3.5, the bicycle model is a 2-DOF model
that neglects all of the lateral and longitudinal load transfer, the roll p and
pitch q motion and the aerodynamics eects and the tires remains in linear
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regime. It considers a constant forward velocity V = u = constant and no
compliance eect of the suspensions and of the body.
The assumption of the linear regime is considered to be valid if the lateral
acceleration remains below 0.4 g, small steering and slip angles, smooth oor
to neglect the suspension. The degrees of freedom of this model could be
described by the lateral velocity v and the yaw speed r, that could be described
by the following equations of motion:
m( _v + Vxr) = Fyf cos() + Fyr   Fxf sin() (3.4)
Jzz _r = l1Fyf cos()  l2Fyr + l1Fxf sin() (3.5)
where Fxf , Fyf and Fyr are the respective tire forces and are to be obtained
from a tire model, later in section 6.2.3 the Dugo tire model shall be explained.
Other parameters that describes this model as seen in the diagram could
be explained as, vehicle mass m, the steering angle  and the inertia about the
z axis Jzz. The dimensions t, L, l1, l2 are describe to be the wheel-track, the
wheel-base, the distance between the front axle and the COG and the distance
between the rear axle and the COG, respectively. And nally the front and
rear tires slip angles f and r.
3.1.3 Low-Speed Turning
To be able to understand the vehicle cornering dynamics, analyzing the
low-speed turning would be the rst step. At low speed, a maneuver for
parking for example, the centrifugal accelerations are negligible and the tires
does not need to develop lateral forces and the turning is done by the wheel
rolling without a slip angle and the vehicle is intended to make a turn as the
one illustrated in gure 3.6, where the center of the turn lies on the projection
of the rear axle.
Similarly, the perpendicular line that passes through the center of each
of the front wheels should pass through the center point of the turn or else
the front tires would ght each other during the turn. Therefore the optimal
turning angles on the front wheels are designed; such that, they can describe
the geometry seen in gure 3.6, where e and i describes the steering angles
of external and internal wheels according to the turn, and could be calculated
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Figure 3.6: Geometry of a turning vehicle at a low speed [4]
as:
tan i =
L
(R  t=2) (3.6)
tan e =
L
(R + t=2)
(3.7)
and therefore the Ackerman-Jeantaud condition would be,
cot e   cot i = t
L
(3.8)
Corollary:
e  i (3.9)
Or could be simplied to our bicycle model, see gure 3.7, where the
front steering angle known by Ackerman can be written as:
tan  =
L
R
(3.10)
where the Ackerman Geometry is a term often used to describe the exact
geometry of the front wheels. It imposes a geometric arrangement of linkages
to help the wheels negotiate their intended maneuver by adjusting the angles
of both the right and left sides. These angles mainly depend on the wheelbase
L and the negotiated turning angle R. This geometry helps reduce the front
o. 
v 
11 
L 
R", 
12 
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t 
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tire wear and aects the centering torques of the steering system providing the
driver with a natural feel in the feedback through the steering wheel.
Figure 3.7: Bicycle model turning at low speed [4]
Other equations describing this model could be described as follows. The
curvature radius at the COG could be written as:
RCOG =
p
l2
2 +R2 =
p
l2
2 + L2cot2 (3.11)
RCOG  R
q
1 + l2
2

R2  R  1 + l22R2  R (3.12)
and the relation between the turning curve and the steering angle could be
written as:
RCOG  R  L cot   L

(3.13)
L  R (3.14)
The side-slip angle  of the vehicle's COG, that denes the angle between the
vehicles intended direction and its actual velocity vector, could be written as:
 = arctan

l2
R

= arcsin

l2
RCOG

= arcsin
 
l2p
R2 + l2
2
!
(3.15)
 =
l2
L
(3.16)
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3.1.4 High-Speed Turning
At high speed, the tires need to develop lateral forces to keep up with the
lateral accelerations. But the tires can develop lateral forces if and only if they
are subjected to a side-slip angle as they roll. Due to the motion kinematics
the center of the turn gets displaced to be located at the intersection of the
normal forces that are perpendicular on the velocity vectors under the tires,
see gure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Bicycle model turning at high speed [4]
At high speed, the cornering equations dier due to the presence of lateral
acceleration. To counteract the lateral acceleration, the tires must develop
lateral forces, and slip angles will be present at each wheel. The steady-state
cornering equations are derived from the application of Newton's Second Law
along with the equation describing the vehicles geometry in the turn while
taking into account the slip angle conditions of the tires. At high speeds the
radius of the turn is much bigger than the wheelbase of the vehicle, therefore,
we can still assume the tire slip angles to be relatively small, and the dierence
between e and i to be negligible. Therefore the bicycle model would still be
functional to explain further this section.
As the vehicle travels forward with a speed V , the sum of the forces in the
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lateral direction from the tires must be equal to the mass times the centripetal
acceleration:
X
Fy =
X
Fyf +
X
Fyr =m
V 2
R
(3.17)
Also, for the vehicle to be in a moment equilibrium about its COG, the
sum of the moments from the front and rear lateral forces must be equal to
zero.
Fyf l1   Fyrl2 = 0 (3.18)
Solving equations 3.17 and 3.18 simultaneously we get:
Fyf =
l2
L
m
V 2
R
(3.19)
Fyr =
l1
L
m
V 2
R
(3.20)
From 3.3, 3.19 and 3.20 we get
Fyf = Cff =
l2
L
m
V 2
R
(3.21)
Fyr = Crr =
l1
L
m
V 2
R
(3.22)
ans therefore the Gratzmuller equality could be deducted:
f
r
=
l2Cr
l1Cf
(3.23)
As for the velocity under both the front and rear wheels could be described as:
ur = u  V (3.24)
vr = v   l2r (3.25)
where r is the yaw velocity of the vehicle at its COG. This compatibility of
velocity gives the slip angle r under the rear wheels:
tanr =
 vr
ur
=
 v + l2r
V
(3.26)
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V = rR (3.27)
r =   + l2
R
(3.28)
with the previous assumption of relatively small angles. Simillarly the velocity
under the front wheels are described as:
uf = u  V (3.29)
vf = v   l1r (3.30)
and the front slip angle f could also be written as:
tan(   f ) =  vf
uf
=
v + l1r
V
(3.31)
   f =  + l1
R
(3.32)
As for the steering angle, since at high speed turning it is aected by the front
and rear wheels slip angles, it could be rewritten now as:
 =
L
R
+ f   r (3.33)
or as a function of the velocity and cornering stiness C of the wheels sets as:
 =
L
R
+

ml2
CfL
  ml1
CrL

V 2
R
(3.34)
 =
L
R
+

Wf
Cf
  Wr
Cr

V 2
gR
(3.35)
where W represents the weight.
3.1.5 Oversteering and Understeering
These two expressions be extensively used through out this thesis, since
the main objectives of the thesis is to correct these undesired vehicle behav-
iors. Figure 3.9 shows a vehicle intending to make the same trajectory while
enduring oversteering, understeering and the neutral desired performance.
A vehicle could have a general oversteering or understeering tendency due
to its design and the cornering stiness C of the wheels sets. Back to equation
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Figure 3.9: Neutral-, over- and under-steering conditions [6]
3.34 the steering angle is expressed in terms of centrifugal acceleration:
 =
L
R
+

ml2
CfL
  ml1
CrL

V 2
R
(3.36)
where the part

ml2
CfL
  ml1
CrL

is called K and dened as the understeer gra-
dient, and the steering equation could now be rewritten as:
 =
L
R
+K
V 2
R
(3.37)
This steering gradient determines the vehicle's behavior as Neutral-, over-
or under-steering tendency. A summary of this behaviors from [4] can be seen
in the list below:
 If K=0, the vehicle is said to be of a neutralsteer:
K = 0, l2Cr = l1Cf
The front and rear wheels sets have the same directional ability.
 If K > 0, the vehicle is of understeer:
K > 0, l2Cr > l1Cf
Larger directional factor of the rear wheels.
 If K < 0, the vehicle is oversteer:
K < 0, l2Cr < l1Cf
Larger directional factor of the front wheels.
Neut ral 
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The total speed of the vehicle plays a very important role in revealing
the eect of the vehicle's steering behavior. Figure 3.10 shows the eect of the
speed on the steering behavior on a constant-radius turn, till the vehicle reaches
its critical or characteristic speed. As seen from the gure, in a neutral-steering
vehicle simply the Ackerman angle is need to be applied. But in the case of an
understeering one, the steering angle increases with the square of the vehicle
speed, reaching twice the initial angle till it reaches the characteristic speed.
And therefore requires a steering angle that is twice as big as the Ackerman
angle:
 = 2L/R (3.38)
Vcar =
r
L
K
(3.39)
Figure 3.10: Speed eect on the steering angle [5]
While in the case of an oversteering vehicle, the steer angle decreases
with the square of the speed and becomes zero at the critical speed above
which the vehicle becomes unstable and hardly controllable:
 = 0 (3.40)
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Vcritical =
s
L
jKj (3.41)
It is worth mentioning that lateral load transfer, when a wheel or more
looses traction, split- situations and low friction slippery road would aect
greatly the understeer gradient K and consequently the car stability perfor-
mance.
3.1.6 Dominant control parameters
The parameters R, f , r, Cf and Cr play a very important role in
determining the state of stability of the vehicle. Nevertheless, these variables
are very hard (if not impossible) to measure so that a controller could try to
improve the performance of the given vehicle. Yet, there exists other three
parameters that are measurable through sensors and observers, that gives a
great indication to the stability of the vehicles. These three parameters are the
lateral acceleration, the yaw rate and the side-slip angle of the vehicle body.
This section will review the importance of these parameters that will be later
referred to in the next section of the literature review and will be further used
in the presented controller.
3.1.6.1 Lateral acceleration
The main purpose of steering a vehicle is to produce a lateral acceleration
and hence the turning equation can be used to examine the vehicle performance
from this perspective. Equation 3.37 can be rewritten in terms of the lateral
acceleration ay as:
 =
L
R
+Kay (3.42)
So the lateral acceleration gain could be represented through this ratio:
ay

=
V 2
L
1 + KV
2
L
(3.43)
Such that when K is zero (neutral steer), the lateral acceleration gain is de-
termined only by the numerator. Therefore it becomes directly proportional
to square the speed. While when K becomes positive (understeer), the gain is
diminished as the denominator's second term increases, since it will always be
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less than that of a neutral steer. Last but not least, when K becomes nega-
tive (oversteer), the second term in the denominator subtracts from 1, and
therefore will increase the lateral acceleration gain. This makes the magnitude
of the term dependent on the square of the speed, and goes approaches 1 as
the speed reaches the critical speed. Thus, the critical speed in equation 3.41
corresponds to the denominator approaching zero (innite gain) in equation
3.43.
3.1.6.2 Yaw rate
The second aim of steering is to change the vehicle's heading angle
through developing a yaw velocity (yaw rate) r which is dened as the rate of
rotation in heading angle and could be calculated from equation 3.27 as:
r =
V
R
(3.44)
Substituting once more in 3.42 to get the yaw rate ratio with the steering, we
get:
r

=
V
L
1 + KV
2
L
(3.45)
This ratio represents a "gain" that is proportional to the velocity of
a neutral-steering vehicle. Figure 3.11 shows the relation between the yaw
velocity and the vehicle speed at each of neutral-, over- and under-steering
vehicles. From the yaw rate gain equation and the graph it can be deduced
that a neutral vehicle would have a yaw velocity that is proportional to the
steering angle, while in an under-steering vehicle its yaw velocity will increase
with its speed until the characteristic velocity afterward it begins to decrease
again. And therefore the characteristic velocity means the speed at which the
vehicle is most responsive in yaw. Finally in an oversteering vehicle, the yaw
rates approaches innity at the vehicles critical speed and for that reason the
vehicle becomes unstable and highly uncontrolable for the driver.
3.1.6.3 Side-slip angle
As the vehicle negotiates a slow turn, the lateral acceleration is almost
negligible and the rear wheels almost makes the same trajectory as the front
ones, but as the vehicle turns faster the lateral acceleration signicantly in-
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Figure 3.11: The relation between the yaw velocity and the speed [5]
creases and the rear of the vehicle must drift outward to develop the necessary
slip angles on the rear tires. Hence the side-slip angle , as explained before
is the angle between the longitudinal axis and the vehicle's velocity vector V
at the COG:
 =
vCOG
uCOG
(3.46)
Figure 3.12 shows a vehicle negotiating a curve at low speed at this case
the side-slip angle is of a positive magnitude relative to the vehicle steering
angle. But at high speed the slip angle on the rear wheels causes the side-slip
angle at the COG to become negative as in gure 3.13.
Figure 3.12: Side-slip angle of a low speed turning maneuver [5]
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Figure 3.13: Side-slip angle of a high speed turning maneuver [5]
The calculation of the side-slip angle could be calculated from equations
3.29 and 3.32 as:
 =
l2r
V
  r =    f   l1r
V
(3.47)
or as a function of velocity as:
 =
l2
R
+ Wr
Cr
V 2
gR
(3.48)
Such that it becomes zero when the vehicle satises this condition independent
of R:
V=0 =
r
l2g
Cr
Wr
(3.49)
3.2 Standalone Chassis Control
Nowadays, modern vehicles contains numerous Electronic Control Units
(ECUs) used to improve the comfort, safety, fuel consumption and even for
providing extra luxurious services for the driver. Although, these ECUs could
aect signicantly the price of the automobile [17], they became one of the
principal choices when buying a new car. Many of these standalone controllers
have been designed with the purpose of active control of vehicle handling, to
increase the passenger's safety and comfort during the ride. These systems are
the focus of the presented thesis and will be reviewed extensively in the next
sections. Some of these ECUs are categorized as standalone controllers; such
that, they work on their own without being a part of a controlling set or being
--
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connected to other ECUs.
This section is dedicated to the discussion of the various types of stan-
dalone vehicle handling and stability control systems that exists in the litera-
ture. It categorizes these systems into steering-based active control systems
that actively steers the front wheels or rear wheels or both together. Then
it discusses the Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) systems (also referred to as
Direct Yaw moment Control (DYC) systems) that controls the longitudinal
acceleration/deceleration of separate wheels to create a corrective yaw mo-
ment about the vehicle's vertical axis. Afterward, this section reviews the
suspension-based handling systems. Finally, it ends by concluding the dis-
cussed system while justifying the choice of the systems that are integrated in
the presented controller.
3.2.1 Steering based active control systems
An Active Steering (AS) system has a great inuence on regulating the
lateral behavior of the vehicle, through regulating the wheels steering angles
[35]. Considered as the rst active chassis control system, the Active Rear
Steering (ARS) started to attract research interest in the early 1980's [36, 37],
shortly followed by the introduction on of Active Four Wheel Steering (A4S)
in the late eighties [38]. AS systems have an important role in enhancing the
steerability and the cornering dynamics of the vehicles as they can directly
control the tire slip angles that play an important role in the lateral tire forces
[32, 39, 40].
Lately, a considerable attention is being projected on the Active Front
Steering (AFS), specically after BMW announced using them in 2003 [19]
and their eective introduction in the 5 series by 2004 [9, 41]. In academia as
well, between the three discussed systems, recently the most commonly used
is the AFS [35]. Also, it's the only AS used in this thesis. Nevertheless, a
brief review of the three systems will be discussed to show the pros and cons
of each. And to conclude a discussion of the choosing decision accompanied
by a comparative study is presented in section 3.2.1.4.
3.2.1.1 Active Rear Steering (ARS)
After the introduction of these systems in the early 80s, the ARS systems
started to attract a lot of academic and manufacturers attention, they rst
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appeared in the Honda Prelude in 1987. ARS systems are designed for dierent
control objectives, some are designed to decrease the side-slip angle of the
vehicle and others try to neutralize the handling of the vehicle or even follow
a dynamic vehicle model behavior. Also the controlling input have varied
between models that depends on the longitudinal speed of the vehicle [42, 43]
or the steering wheel angle [44, 45] or the turning speed of the steer wheel
angle [46]. And basically worked on synchronizing or inverting the front and
the rear wheel angles depending on the control input.
Yet these systems were mainly concerned about the side-slip angle while
ignoring the yaw rate desired value, and hence were not eective at external
disturbance circumstances like in the presence of crosswind. To compensate
for this problem more research was dedicated to ARS control using yaw rate
some of which could be seen in [47, 48, 49, 50, 51].
Later, in [52] a fuzzy logic controller have been tried to control an ARS
system. Yet the lack of feedback in the control as it requires special types
of sensors that are dicult to implement in practical use [51], along with the
doubt of the eectivness of a control method that uses only one control input
to control two states led to the decrease of research interest on ARS [9].
Lately ARS haven't been receiving the same attention since they don't
replace the AFS functionality. Instead another system known as A4S is used,
that combines between both the of the AFS and ARS systems. Later in this
chapter, the A4S systems will be reviewed, where A4S are not exactly the same
as Four Wheel Steering (4WS) which some times may refer to ARS; such that,
the term 4WS doesn't specify that all the four wheels are actively steered.
3.2.1.2 Active Front Steering (AFS)
AFS has been lately introduced to the vehicle market [53, 54]; yet by
2013, it is claimed to be the most commonly used Active Steering (AS) ap-
proach [35]. It was rst announced to be used by BMW in 2003 [19] and was
released in the BMW 5 series by 2004 [9, 41]. This system mainly consists
of a power assisted steering rack and pinion steering gear, a double planetary
gear system, steering column, an electric actuating motor and nally the hand
steering wheel [41, 53], see gure 3.14.
Other AFS systems use Steer-By-Wire (SBW) where the mechanical link-
ing system between the steering wheel and the front wheels is removed and
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Figure 3.14: Mechatronic Active Front Steering system [7]
therefore the front wheel angles are controlled by an ECU through sensors on
the steering wheel and electric motors (actuators) on the front wheels [32].
And although the rst SBW prototype were almost built 11 years ago, no pro-
duction car has been released to the market till the date. That's because till
now the mechanical systems are much more reliable than the electronic ones,
and a SBW car would need even a license to circulate in some countries. Yet,
Nissan is announcing the release of the rst SBW production car in 2014 on
the Inniti Q50 model [55]. Figure 3.15 shows the mechanism of three types
of steering systems, where 3.15a shows a typical hydraulic operated steering
system, 3.15b shows a power assisted Active Front Steering where the extra
electronic components works beside the usual hydraulic ones and nally 3.15c
shows the Steer-By-Wire system that replaces all the mechanical components
by electric ones.
(a) Typical hydraulic
power steering system
(b) Power assisted AFS (c) Steer-By-Wire sys-
tem
Figure 3.15: Dierent types of steering systems [8]
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Academia as well had its share of research about this AS, from 1992 to
1996 various simulations of AFS controllers have been proposed [56, 57, 58, 59]
yet these systems lacked robustness [9]. Concurrently, more work has been
presented in [60, 61, 62, 63, 64] that have used simulations and road tests for
verication, yet more test cases were needed to verify its eectives.
More research have followed [65, 66, 67, 68] and the robustness of the
presented AFS have increased considerably to achieve its two principal func-
tions. However, as the handling limit of the vehicle approaches AFS does
not demonstrate sucient eectiveness to handle the vehicle stability so as to
eliminate the ESP.
3.2.1.3 Active Four Wheel Steering (A4S)
These are systems where both the front and rear wheel axes are steered
actively and could be considered a combination of the two previously discussed
ASs. A4S are completely dierent from Four Wheel Steering (4WS), where
the later doesn't entail the use of Active Steering in all the for wheels. Instead,
4WS mostly refer to ARS where all the wheels could be steered without the
need of the front axle to be steered actively as well.
A4S systems aims to resolve the conceptual control problem of the rst
two ASs; such that, they aimed to control two control inputs (yaw rate and
side-slip angle) by only one control output. Nevertheless, to achieve the
desirable response two control outputs are needed to control two inputs [69, 70].
The concept was rst proposed in the late 80's through a virtual vehicle
model that used feedforward and feedback compensation to control actively
both the front and rear steering angles [38, 71]. Basing on the same technique
of feedforward and feedback compensation, more studies have followed [72, 73]
yet they had the same robustness problem faced by the ARS.
A more prospect study was demonstrated in [74], which used a SBW
technique that intended to solve the robustness problem in [73] and basing its
work on the ARS presented in [48] while solving the major understeer problem
faced by the later. Yet, more forward speed variation tests were missing to
conclude the robustness of this model.
A more recent study [54] have also used the feedforward and feedback
compensation techniques. Yet, the robustness problem of ARS systems under
the crosswind and split- eects were not addressed.
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Very recent studies show seemingly prosperous results using sliding mode
control [75, 76], where the rst have even showed eectiveness with the pres-
ence of crosswind. Other recent studies have even tested the robustness of A4S
using hardware in the loop systems in the presence of crosswind [77]. Never-
theless, this topic remains under research as it needs more verication before
it's eective implementation. And therefore could be found in very limited
models of modern high-end cars like the Inniti G sport model [78].
3.2.1.4 Discussion
Junjie He [9] presented a comparative study between both AFS and ARS
through simulation. The simulation model used is an 8-DOF Non-Linear Ve-
hicle Model (NLVM) that uses a 2-DOF bicycle model as a reference model
to calculate the desired yaw rate angle needed to be achieved by the vehicle.
In this study multiple simulations were realized at dierent handling condi-
tions to study the eectiveness of each of the standalone AS control systems.
The comparison held between both systems aims to compare their ability of
desired yaw rate tracking to generate the required corrective yaw moment on
the vehicle.
The results of this study shows that the AFS was able to produce an
equal amount of positive yaw and negative yaw moment (positive and negative
in terms of the steering direction) during non to mild lateral acceleration.
While at moderate lateral acceleration situations, the negative yaw moment
produced was bigger than the positive one. And since this steering process
can considerably decrease the side-slip angle that consequently will aect the
lateral force at the front axle creating a large change in the yaw moment. But
when the vehicle approached the handling limits, both the achieved positive
and negative yaw moments were small. The study suggests that this behavior
is due to the fact that at the handling limit, the steering angle of the front
wheels are usually large and therefore the front axle reaches its saturation point
where relatively small changes in the steering angle. As a result, the tire slip
angle shall have a very little eect on the lateral forces. Figure 3.16a shows
the results obtained by the AFS system presented in that study; where the x,
y and z axes presents the corrective steering angle, the lateral acceleration and
the yaw moment respectively.
Consequently the results of the ARS is shown in gure 3.16b, where
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although this system showed a similar performance as the AFS at mild lateral
acceleration; when the vehicle approached the handling limits the positive
yaw moment was even larger than the negative one. The study explains this
behavior to be due to the fact that at the handling limit the tire slip angle
of the rear wheels are large as well and consequently their lateral tire forces
approaches its maximum. Hence, by steering the rear wheels in the opposite
direction of the front ones the slip angle and the lateral forces of the rear wheels
can be reduced considerably. Nevertheless, due to the saturation of the lateral
tire forces at the rear axle, the slip angle of these tires can not be increased to
produce the negative yaw moment by simply increasing the rear wheel angle.
(a) Corrective yaw moment gen-
erated by AFS
(b) Corrective yaw moment gen-
erated by ARS
Figure 3.16: Corrective yaw moment results from [9]
The study concludes that the previous comparison shows that both AFS
and ARS improves the vehicle steerability response before the vehicle reaches
its handling limits. But as the vehicle gets closer to that zone, although the
ARS is more powerful in generating positive yaw moment when instability
happens ARS is not fully capable of correcting the situation, especially because
of its low negative yaw moment generation capability. On the other hand, AFS
showed more eectiveness in the negative yaw moment generation especially
at relatively small steering wheel input. Nevertheless, both AS systems fail
to follow the desired side-slip behavior of the vehicle and are not suciently
eective as the vehicle approaches the handling limit.
With the guidance of the results obtained from the previous study, be-
sides the fact that rear wheel steering systems requires the presence of extra
mechanisms either hydraulic or electric actuators to steer the rear wheels and
hence increases the complexity of the vehicle mechanics and accordingly raises
its price [6]. The choice have been made to only choose Active Front Steering
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to achieve the desired yaw rate behavior of the vehicle. While for regulating the
vehicle's side-slip behavior a DSC is proposed, this new subsystem should be
also responsible of improving the vehicle's behavior as it approaches the han-
dling limit. Consequently, we will review the available DSCs and the criteria
of choosing the other subsystem.
3.2.2 Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)
AS systems become less eective in controlling the stability of the vehicle
as the vehicle approaches its handling limits due to the tires saturation. There-
fore, the need emerged for another system that is able to generate a contra
yaw moment especially at the handling limits. Hence, an alternative approach
of using a dierential longitudinal force between the left and right sides of
the vehicle producing this necessary yaw moment to bring the vehicle back on
track was proposed [10, 32, 40, 70], see gure 3.17. And from here came the
name of Direct Yaw moment Control (DYC) systems, as they directly control
the yaw moment of the vehicle.
Figure 3.17: Eective zones of steering systems and DYC systems [10]
There are two ways to generate this dierential longitudinal force, either
by braking asymmetric wheels or providing them with a dierent engine torque.
The two DSC systems that uses this technique are known as Brake-based
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and Driveline-based DSC respectively, and will be discussed in the next two
sections.
3.2.2.1 Brake-based DSC
The brake-based DSC, also known as, Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
or Electronic Stability Program (ESP) or Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
is considered one of the most widely used vehicle stability control systems.
According to the driving situation it applies brakes to individual or asymet-
ric wheels to create a yaw moment torque about the vehicle's vertical axis.
This torque opposes the undesired generated torque that is an eect of the
oversteering or understeering behavior. Therefore, this controller intends to
decelerate the vehicle slip to bring it back to a neutral steering performance
that conforms with the driver's expectations, see gures 3.18 and 3.19.
Figure 3.18: Contra yaw moment to adjust an understeering situation
Figure 3.19: Contra yaw moment to adjust an oversteering situation
These systems have a great advantage over its other competitors, that
they need very little hardware on their own and can share their sensors and
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actuators with the normal ABS system that is installed in almost all the
modern vehicles nowaday. Therefore this system doesn't imply neither an
extra high cost nor further mechanical complexity. Furthermore, these sys-
tems are considered to be suciently developed in practical development and
in academia.
In academia, for example various researches have investigated the use of
dierent control variables. Some researches aimed to control the yaw rate of
the vehicle like in [79, 80]. Others have tried to control the side-slip angle of
the vehicle [81, 82, 83, 84] or even a combination of the side-slip angle and its
angular velocity [85, 86, 87]. Some research have even tried to control both
the yaw rate and the side-slip angle like in [88, 89, 90].
3.2.2.2 Driveline-based DSC
The driveline-based Dynamic Stability Control works on a very similar
concept as that of the brake-based DSC. It also intends to generate a contra
yaw moment about the vehicle's vertical axis to bring back the vehicle to its
desired course. But this time by redistributing the torque between the vehi-
cle's wheels, or in other words, instead of braking separate wheels it transmits
less engine torque to separate wheels. The driveline-based DSC acts either
on making a dierence between the front/rear or left/right torque distribu-
tion. To generate a dierence between the front/rear torque distribution a
Four Wheel Drive (4WD) hardware is needed. While for the left/right torque
distribution there are four mechanisms to produce this torque split: controlled
Limited Slip Dierential (LSD), control using braking, control using driving
torque and torque bypass [9, 19]. In the left/right torque splitting control a
considerable corrective yaw moment is generated due to the dierence in the
generated longitudinal force and have shown to be more eective than that of
the front/rear distribution [91].
Some examples of the commercial systems that uses active vehicle yaw
control using torque management between the front/rear axes are the Nissan V-
TCS, the Haldex LSC, the BMW xDrive, the Bosch CCC. As for the front/rear
systems that act on demand there exists the GKN TMD, the Dana Dynamic
Trak and the Ricardo. Last but not least, examples of those systems that acts
on the left/right torque splitting are the Honda SH-AWD and the Mitsubishi
AYC [92].
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3.2.2.3 Discussion
DYC systems have proved its eectiveness in controlling the vehicle sta-
bility by correcting the vehicle performance and bringing it back to its intended
course. Both the driveline-based and the brake-based DYC use the same prin-
ciples in handling the vehicle control. Yet to create the corrective yaw moment,
one uses the variation in the engine transfered torque to the wheels and the
other uses the brakes to brake separate wheels. Both methods have their ad-
vantages and disadvantages. For example, the brake-based DYC is eective
in both of the linear/nonlinear operational region, yet its use in non-severe
situations is not desirable since it brakes the wheels and therefore aects the
vehicle's longitudinal velocity [40]. This characteristic could transmit a feeling
of uncontrollability especially in situations when the driver wishes to increase
the speed [93].
On the other hand, the driveline-based technique doesn't deteriorate the
speed, but it is not as eective as the brake-based technique as the vehicle app-
roaches the handling limit [94]. That's due to the fact that the driving torque
depends mainly on the engine capacity and the driving situation, furthermore,
the driving torque usually has a lower limit than that of the braking torque.
Therefore, the available corrective yaw moment generated by the driveline-
based system is considerably small in comparison to that generated by the
brake-based system [9]. Also, the driveline-based DYC systems require extra
hardware to operate, while the brake-based share their sensors and actuators
with that of the ABS, which makes the brake-based systems less costly, also
it imposes less hardware complexity and is more accessible.
Therefore in the presented work, the only applied DYC system is the
brake-based DYC. And to make up for the disadvantage of unnecessary
braking the DYC is combined by an integration control technique with an AFS
system that is used to correct the vehicle performance as the vehicle stays in
its linear zone and the use of DYC is limited to the necessary situations, as
the vehicle approaches its handling limits.
3.2.3 Suspension-based handling systems
These systems aim to control the vertical movement of the wheels through
an active control system rather than the passive movement of the normal
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suspensions system that is solely determined by the road surface. Such systems
are the semi-active suspensions, the fully-active suspensions and the active roll
systems. These systems enable the control of the vertical displacement of the
tires and to keep the tires perpendicular to the road while negotiating curves.
By that it reduces the eect of the lateral load transfer and therefore allows
better traction and stability. Also the active/semi-active control they provide
aims to improve the ride quality by eectively isolating the suspended mass
from the road imperfections.
Fully-active suspension systems are usually hydraulic actuators that could
function on its own or with the aid of passive spring and damper components.
While the semi-active ones only intent to modify the damping rate of the
shock-absorber. These systems uses special dampers, lately the most common
of which are the Electro or Magneto Rheological dampers, which uses uids
that changes its viscosity in the presence of an electric or magnetic eld. Whilst
the active roll systems only aim to control the roll stiness of the suspension by
using either a linear or rotary actuator that aects the roll bar properties. Due
to the high cost and high complexity of the fully-active suspensions, there have
been more research and commercial interest in the later two systems [19, 95].
Suspension-based handling systems play an important role in aecting
the vehicle's roll moment in its steady-state handling by moving the roll mo-
ment generated by the vehicle cornering back from the inside of the curve to
the outside. As a result of the nonlinear nature of the tires, the lateral force
generated on each axis is reduced due to the lateral load transfer. Therefore,
as the roll moment increases on the front axis the vehicle will tend to under-
steer and as it increases on the rear axis the vehicle will tend to oversteer.
Furthermore, the rear suspensions are commonly stier than the front ones,
so that they can reduce the pitch vibration [5, 31]. Therefore the vehicle will
tend to have an oversteering behavior. For that reason, the active/semi-active
suspensions become advantageous in improving the steady-state handling of
the vehicle [96].
Nevertheless, the eect of the Suspension-based handling systems is only
eective at high lateral acceleration (above 4 m/s2) and its eect mainly de-
pends on the longitudinal weight distribution of the vehicle. And therefore at
linear circulating these systems shows almost no eect [9, 19, 94].
Despite the fact that, these system will not be further used in this work,
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as the presented controller aims to develop a simple and accessible contro-
lling technique that controls the vehicle before the situation gets extremely
severe. The description of such systems would serve in the further review of
the integrated control systems present in the literature.
3.2.4 Standalone systems discussion
This section has reviewed the dierent types of standalone controllers
that aims to improve the vehicle handling and stability. It started in section
3.2.1 by reviewing the dierent types of Active Steering systems; AFS, ARS
and A4S, and provided a comparative study between the three of them. In
that section it was concluded the choice of AFS to control the vehicle handling
at low to mid-range situations, due to its hardware simplicity, low cost in
comparison to the other AS systems and its eectiveness in the production of
the needed corrective yaw moment. While, choosing a DSC system to control
the vehicle as it approaches its handling limits as suggested by [19, 97, 40],
this comparison is detailed in section 3.2.1.4.
Consequently, section 3.2.2 reviewed the dierent types of Dynamic Sta-
bility Control systems: the driveline-based and the brake-based DSCs. And
it concluded the use of only a brake-based DSC due to its higher eectiveness
(in contrast to the driveline-based one) at the uncovered zone by the used AS
system. Besides its low cost, hardware simplicity and development readiness in
comparison to the other DSC system. Nevertheless, to makeup for its unnec-
essary speed reduction inconvenience, its use will be limited to only necessary
control situation, detailed comparison in section 3.2.2.3.
Finally, section 3.2.3 quickly reviewed the suspension-based handling sys-
tems, due to the fact that it's out of the scope of the presented integrated
control approach. The section justied that, it will not be used due to the
limitation of its eectiveness to only extremely high lateral acceleration situa-
tions, as it depends mainly on aecting the lateral weight displacement. Yet
it was important to review such systems to provide a sucient background
review for the upcoming literature.
Thereafter, the rest of this chapter will be dedicated to review the die-
rent integration techniques in the literature and explain the chosen integration
technique used by this thesis to integrate the two chosen standalone vehicle
handling and stability controllers: the Active Front Steering system and the
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brake-based Dynamic Stability Control system.
3.3 Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Control
The previous section discussed the dierent vehicle stability control sys-
tems provided in the literature. Through the previous discussion it was shown
that each of these systems has their advantages and disadvantages, or in other
words are more eective in some control zones than others. Due to the di-
erence of the characteristics of each system and the vehicle dynamics they
intend to control; the use of more than one of these system is recommended to
cover the dierent control zones. Nevertheless, combining these safety critical
systems couldn't be done by a simple arithmetic operation; because in this way
many problems could occur due to the presence of inherently vehicle dynamics
coupling.
The presence of several control systems can generate two main prob-
lems. First, since the systems are not inter connected repetition of sensors and
actuators could occur increasing the hardware complexity of the vehicle. Also
the total vehicle software system will be more complicated due to the number
of signals to be coordinated. Second, due to the possible function overlap-
ping between the dierent control systems can lead to a conict between the
sub-modules or even an overcorrection behavior due to the dierent control
objectives of each module [12].
Thus, a careful integration technique is required to regulate the behavior
of each of the integrated controllers. Such an integration should be designed
with the aim of adding modularity, scalability and robustness [11]. In addition
to solving the two addressed problems; such that, the rst could be solved
through sharing sensors and actuators, while the other by carefully regulating
the control objectives and especially at functional overlapping zones. Such sys-
tems are called Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Control (IVDC) or "Integrated
chassis control". Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the dierence between the work-
ing scheme of dierent standalone systems and their integration hierarchy,
respectively.
IVDC allows the reduction of the controlling systems' complexity and
in some cases even reduces the cost since it allows the sharing of sensors and
actuators between the dierent control system modules, therefore could reduce
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Figure 3.20: Various stand alone controllers [11]
Figure 3.21: Integration of dierent standalone controllers [11]
their number as well as the vehicle weight. Also this integration allows having
a unique calculating processor that handles the dierent sensors and actuators
through only a singular decision maker. Also, it is suggested that this integra-
tion could increase the exibility of the control system design, for example, if
the control objective could be broken down into separate tasks, where each of
which could be designed separately. Other suggestion is that the careful in-
tegration of the dierent modules could yield a further improved performance
than that of a simple combination of the dierent modules [9, 12, 20], see g-
ure 3.22. Lately IVDC has been a hot research topic [12, 54], the rest of this
section will be dedicated to review some of the provided literature about this
topic.
Nagai et al. proposed a coordination scheme between steering and braking
using a feedforward controller and an optimal state feedback controller. Their
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Figure 3.22: Potential benets of acsIVDC[12]
proposed idea targeted ARS in [10, 98, 99] then AFS in [69]. Where in [69]
the proposed model was composed of a steering angle-based feedforward con-
troller and an optimal state feedback controller. But the eectiveness of the
presented system was only investigated using a 2-DOF vehicle model.
[100] presented a simple model regulator to coordinate both AFS and
braking-based DYC through measuring the yaw rate feedback. In [101], in
order to enhance vehicle steerability, lateral stability, and roll stability a yaw
rate controller was designed to track the target yaw rate based on sliding
mode control theory. [102, 103] presented a fuzzy logic controller that controls
the vehicle's yaw rate to improve the vehicle handling and stability through
steering and suspension system. While [104] and [105] presented other fuzzy
logic controllers that also controls the vehicle's yaw rate through AFS and
brake-based DYC. Nevertheless, the eectiveness of these controllers are ques-
tionable since theoretically, at least two control inputs are needed to control
two output variables to achieve the desired response [69, 70].
A body of work was presented by He et al. [97, 106, 107] that aimed
to integrate AS systems with both braking-based and drive-line based DYCs
using Sliding Mode Control by controlling both the vehicle's yaw rate and
side-slip angle. Other work by Doumiati et al. [35, 40] suggested using Linear
Parameter Varying controller synthesized within the LMI! (LMI!) framework,
while warranting robust H1 performances. This controller controls both AFS
and braking-based DYCs through the vehicle's yaw rate and side-slip angle.
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Others have used optimal control and linear H1 control algorithms [108, 109].
In [110], a coordination of active front steering and direct yaw control based on
optimal guaranteed cost control theory is presented. Other algorithms based
on direct Lyapunov method have been proposed [111]. These controllers have
shown promising results in improving the vehicle handling; however, these
systems were manly designed and tested on limited number of maneuvers and
conditions.
In [70] and [112], a fuzzy logic-based yaw moment and steering controllers
were introduced. They controlled the vehicle through adding a correcting
value to the vehicle's front braking and front steering angle through evaluating
the feedback of both the yaw rate and the side-slip angle. The controllers
demonstrated a noticeable improvement in following the control objectives; the
desired values of the side-slip angle and yaw rate, in complicated maneuvers.
Nevertheless, since fuzzy logic systems are linguistically comprehensive and
can deal with high level information, the control system rules were based on
experts' knowledge. Which make them fall under the same category like the
former reviewed controllers.
Nevertheless, in a safety critical control system where each variation of
its input needs an accurate response to guarantee the safety of the passenger,
experts' knowledge solely and human-designed systems cannot be reliable [113].
Especially when the system designing conditions and maneuvers are the same
as the testing conditions. This makes the reliability and predictability of the
system questionable.
Therefore, in this presented work, we intend to replace the expert's
knowledge and the human-designed systems with an intelligent automated
system that auto-construct the control system without human intervention to
match with each modeled vehicle properties. This approach uses an intelligent
neural network that learns the optimum control values through an extensive
data mining algorithm; and accordingly auto-construct a fuzzy controller that
corrects the vehicle stability through AFS and brake-based DYC. The control
inputs of this system will be the yaw rate and the side-slip angles like the most
eective controllers presented in the literature.
The intelligent system that carries out such a process of auto learning
and auto constructing is known as: Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS). The ANFIS controller combines the benets from both: Neural Net-
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works and Fuzzy logic; where, the rst have the quality of being adaptive and
can learn by generalization and pattern recognition, and the latter allows soft
and steady performance [114]. This technology will be further explained in the
following section.
3.3.1 Main advantages of the proposed approach
The main advantages that the proposed approach presents over similar
control systems from the literature could be listed as following. First, the algo-
rithm helps to eliminate the inaccurate human-factor in deciding the control
rules, by searching for the best control decisions through iteratively testing
the car response on a wide range generic maneuver. Together with the FLC
approximation property, the proposed algorithm can guarantee the inclusion
of the maneuvers that a car can go through. This aspect is considered very
important for such a safety critical system. Because manually designed con-
trol system are more prone to errors like uncoverage of certain control zones
or approximation of control decisions values, due to the human imprecision.
Secondly, the automated algorithm aords the ability to auto-construct
and auto-adapt the control system according to the current characteristics
of the model to be controlled without the need of human interference. This
feature allows the change of the model characteristics, like the vehicle's sus-
pensions, tires, shape, etc., without the need of redesigning the control model
or manually tuning some model variables like in [70, 97, 40].
Last but not least, the algorithm takes into consideration the coordina-
tion between the control of AFS and DYC, to eliminate the undesired braking
at mild driving situations while being able to control the vehicle as it app-
roaches its handling limits. This problem has been faced in the literature by
[97, 110, 40], and others, since both controllers aect each other and have to
be coordinated so that they won't contradict each other nor exceed the re-
quired control value. Nevertheless, the solutions proposed in these works were
either to activate one while deactivating the other, or control both together,
or a hybrid between the previous both depending on the control zone (critical
or uncritical). Yet, such solutions were manually adapted and hence they are
also prone to human imprecision and the need of manual re-adaption as the
characteristics of the vehicle changes, as explained above.
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3.4 Used integration technology Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
Inspired by its name Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
systems combines between the two Articial Intelligence elds: the Articial
Neural Networks and the Fuzzy Logic Control. To be able to explain the
characteristics and the working scheme of the ANFIS systems it is essential to
discuss its background technologies. Therefore this section will be dedicated
to give a brief explanation of these three Articial Intelligence research topics.
3.5 Articial Intelligence in Control
In the last two decades, the word Articial Intelligence (AI) started to
be heard more frequently than ever before, not only in the world of science
ction movies and books, but also excessively in the world of engineers and
researchers. Therefore, some engineers and researchers decided to get closer
to this eld and discover what it may oer them of applications and advance-
ments, while others have decide to stick to the classical approaches. Never-
theless, regardless to their decision, both stayed hearing about more advance-
ments of AI related to their elds, and even without being aware, both uses
applications and instruments that implement one of the applications of AI.
Articial Intelligence is one of the youngest sciences yet has achieved fast
advancements and a rapid spread inuencing almost all other sciences. While
math and physics have been out there since the commence of civilizations, the
rst recognized work in AI dates back to 1943 [13]. This progress calls the
attention of many researchers who are keen to exploit the uses of this, young
and promising, eld in their research.
In this section, we will be reviewing some of the most popular topics
in the eld which also have relation with the implementation presented in
this thesis. In sections 3.6 and 3.7, we will present the topics of Fuzzy Logic
Control (FLC) and Articial Neural Network (ANN), the last section(3.8) will
present a new AI eld (ANFIS), that combines between the two previous ones
advantaging from the benets of each. This last topic is the one used in the
application presented in this thesis. This section is written from the knowledge
obtained mainly from [115, 116, 13] and experience obtained through the years
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from working in these elds.
3.6 Fuzzy Logic Control
The denition of fuzzy logic in the words of its founder is "Fuzzy logic is
determined as a set of mathematical principles for knowledge representation
based on degrees of membership rather than on crisp membership of classical
binary logic"[117].
3.6.1 Simple explanation from real life examples
Let's dene this in lamen terms, the normal English dictionary from Cam-
bridge University denes the word fuzzy as "not clear, without strict edges or
having noise". Before explaining the relation between the scientic denition
and the simple English denition, let's agree to a point. Life comes in shades of
gray not only strictly black neither strictly white, even human expressions and
comprehension doesn't necessarily represents the extreme cases. For example,
saying that someone is very tall or too short or that the weather is quiet hot or
a city is fairly beautiful or that shirt is not very expensive. These expressions
are all sliding degrees between two extremes, that humans use daily in their
natural language especially when it comes to describing temperature, height,
speed, distance, beauty or anything of that sort.
Figure 3.23: Range of logical values in Boolean and fuzzy logic: (a) Boolean
logic; (b) multivalued logic[13]
Yet machines and computers don't understand neither human ambigu-
ous language nor their fuzzy world, they only understand "0 or 1", "ON or
OFF"...etc. And here comes the role of fuzzy logic to make the translation
between both worlds, see gure 3.23. As explained by [13] "fuzzy logic is not
logic that is fuzzy, but logic that is used to describe fuzziness. Fuzzy logic is
the theory of fuzzy sets, sets that calibrate vagueness. Fuzzy logic is based on
the idea that all things admit of degrees".
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Figure 3.24: Fuzzy Logic Controller block diagram
An example of a real application might facilitate the understanding of this
concept. Think of a relatively intelligent air conditioner that should maintain
the room at an acceptable temperature, 24oC for example. If this air con-
ditioner uses a typical controller, most probably the controller will limit the
accepted room temperature from 21oC to 25oC as shown in gure 3.24(a). But
what happens if the temperature of the room was approximately 21oC with a
 0.5 variation. Then each time the temp reaches 20.8oC, for example, the air
conditioner will start working then when it reaches 21oC it will stop working,
going between an on and o and on and o. Such a performance abuses the
motors or the controlled system.
If that same air conditioner would get a fuzzy controller, the fuzzy con-
troller may have three fuzzy sets specifying the ranges of the acceptable, hot
and cold temperatures. Then have an overlapping between their sliding ranges,
where at each point of the temperature range the air conditioner is controlled
to give an intermediate value of power; not only an on or o as the basic con-
troller discussed above. Figure 3.24(b), shows an example of a possible FLC
used to control such a system. Where, the room temperature is around 27oC,
the air conditioner is ordered to work with only 40% of its capacity.
3.6.2 Technical details
The fuzzy logic controllers in general mainly have four main modules,as
shown in gure 3.25, are:
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1. Fuzzier
 Inputs: A single value that is being recorded from the sensors.
 Outputs: The degree of membership value of this reading to the
available fuzzy sets.
2. Rule base
 Sets of rule available to the FLS.
3. Inference Engine
 Inputs: A set of rule from the rule base and the degree of member-
ship values that are the output of the fuzzier.
 Outputs: The rules that are being red with their ring strength
and the corresponding output.
4. Defuzzier
 Inputs: The outputs from the inference engine
 Outputs: Single value for the nal output.
Figure 3.25: Fuzzy Logic Controller block diagram
To calculate the nal output yielded by the controller these steps are to
be followed:
1. Get the membership value for each given input
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2. Get the ring strength of each red rule in the rule base.
3. Get the outputs of the red rules.
4. Get one nal defuzzied output
3.7 Articial Neural Networks
Lately, the most advanced Articial Intelligence techniques and topics
were aiming to mimic the Natural Intelligence. Either by mimicking biologi-
cally inspired life; like multi agents researches mimicking ants' life for example
or genetic algorithms mimicking the evolution theory and how genes mutate
and reproduce. Table 3.1 shows some examples on biologically inspired com-
puting and their biological counterparts, listed in [118].
Biologically inspired computing Biological counterparts
Genetic algorithms Evolution
Biodegradability prediction Biodegradation
Cellular automata Life
Emergent systems Ants, termites, bees, wasps
Neural Networks The human brain
Articial Life Life
Articial Immune Systems Immune Systems
Rendering (in computer graphics) Patterning and rendering of animal
skins, bird feathers, mollusk shells and
bacterial colonies
Lindenmayer systems Plant structures
Communication networks and protocols Epidemiology and the spread of disease
Membrane computers Intra-membrane molecular processes in
the living cell
Excitable media Forest res, the Mexican wave, Heart
conditions, etc
Sensors Networks Animal or Human Body
Table 3.1: Some examples on biologically inspired computing and their bio-
logical counterparts
One of the best examples on biologically inspired articial intelligent
techniques is Articial Neural Networks (ANN). So let's begin by explaining
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the natural neural networks that exists in the human brain to gain an under-
standing of the underlying concept of this advanced technique. In this chapter,
we will try to explain the fundamental concepts of Neural Networks and the
concepts that lies beneath the used types of networks and Learning algorithms
used in our study.
3.7.1 Natural Neural Networks
The Nervous System: The human nervous system, as dened by [119], can
be broken down into three stages that may be represented in a block diagram
form as shown in gure 3.26, where:
 The receptors collect information from the environment - e.g. photons
on the retina.
 The eectors generate interactions with the environment - e.g. activate
muscles.
 The ow of information/activation is represented by arrows - feedforward
and feedback.
Our primarily concern in this system is the neural network in the middle.
Figure 3.26: Neural Network communication block diagram
Biological Neural System A human brain consists of about 1011 hundred
billions computing elements called neurons [116], that communicate through
synaptic connections. Each neuron has about 10,000 synapses.
The brain contains both large scale and small scale anatomical structures
and dierent functions take place at higher and lower levels [119]. There is
a hierarchy of interwoven levels of organization (illustrated as well in gure
3.27):
1. Molecules and Ions
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2. Synapses
3. Neuronal microcircuits
4. Dendritic trees
5. Neurons
6. Local circuits
7. Inter-regional circuits
8. Central nervous system
Figure 3.27: Detailed diagram of a brain neuron
Although how brains work is not known exactly [120], science knows
certain things about it. For example, that it is resilient to a certain amount
of damage, in addition to the continual loss human suer as they get older.
There have been reports of objects being passed all the way through the brain
with only slight impairment to the persons mental capability.
Computational perspective From a computational point of view we also
know that the fundamental processing unit of the brain is a neuron, where:
 A neuron consists of a cell body, or soma, that contains a nucleus.
 Each neuron has a number of dendrites which receive connections from
other neurons.
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 Neurons also have an axon which goes out from the neuron and eventually
splits into a number of strands to make a connection to other neurons.
 The point at which neurons join other neurons is called a synapse.
 A neuron may connect to as many as 100,000 other neurons.
Signals move from neuron to neuron via electrochemical reactions. The synapses
release a chemical transmitter which enters the dendrite. This raises or lowers
the electrical potential of the cell body. The soma sums the inputs it receives
and once a threshold level is reached an electrical impulse is sent down the
axon; often known as ring. These impulses eventually reach synapses and
the cycle continues. Synapses which raise the potential within a cell body are
called excitatory. Synapses which lower the potential are called inhibitory. It
has been found that the synapses exhibit plasticity. This means that long-term
changes in the strengths of the connections can be formed depending on the
ring patterns of other neurons. This is thought to be the basis for learning
in our brains. But when referring to Articial Neural Networks (ANNs), it is
referred mainly to a module of crude approximations to levels 5 and 6.
Brains versus Computers Although computer scientists and engineers are
trying to mimic such a very developed system that through the decades was
able to build such a civilization that we are living nowadays- the human brain.
Our apparently very intelligent ANNs, are very far away beyond the capabil-
ities of the Natural Neural Networks. Below is a comparison of the brain's
capability against that's of the computers as in [119].
 There are approximately 10 billion neurons in the human cortex, com-
pared with 10 of thousands of processors in the most powerful parallel
computers.
 Each biological neuron is connected to several thousands of other neu-
rons, similar to the connectivity in powerful parallel computers.
 Lack of processing units can be compensated by speed. The typical
operating speeds of biological neurons is measured in milliseconds (10-3
s), while a silicon chip can operate in nanoseconds (10-9 s).
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 The human brain is extremely energy ecient, using approximately 10-
16 joules per operation per second, whereas the best computers today
use around 10-6 joules per operation per second.
 Brains have been evolving for tens of millions of years, computers have
been evolving for tens of decades.
3.7.2 Articial Neural Networks (ANNs)
So let's rst give a denition for what is an ANN. According to Simon
Haykin [121], a neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor
made up of simple (adaptive) processing units, which has a natural propensity
for storing experiential knowledge and making it available for use. It resembles
the brain in two respects:
1. Knowledge is acquired by the network from its environment through a
learning process.
2. Inter-neuron connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used
to store the acquired knowledge.
Now let's begin talking about the formulation of our neurons and their
functions.
The McCulloch-Pitts Neuron (The First Articial Neuron) McCul-
loch and Pitts in 1943 produced the rst neural network, which was based on
their articial neuron. Although this work was developed in the early forties,
many of the principles can still be seen in the neural networks of today [122].
This vastly simplied model of real neurons, showed in gure 3.28, works
as follows:
1. A set of synapses (i.e. connections) brings in activations from other
neurons.
2. A processing unit sums the inputs, and then applies a non-linear activa-
tion function (i.e. squashing/transfer/threshold function).
3. An output line transmits the result to other neurons.
And from here begins the fundamentals of all the concepts of articial
neural networks.
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Figure 3.28: The First Articial Neuron
Neuron Model The most famous neuron model and the one used in this
study can be written as follow:
yk = '(
mX
j=0
wkjxj) = '(
mX
j=0
wkjxj + bk) (3.50)
Where bk the bias, can be treated as a special weight[116]. In gure 3.29,
you can see the diagram and graph description of the equation. Where the
x0 m are the input neurons to the main neuron, connected to the main neuron
through synapses weights represented by the wk(0 m) then all the weights of
the connected neurons are summed with the summing function and this value
is entered in the activation function '() and this represent the output of that
current neuron yk.
Figure 3.29: Simple ANN model
Feedforward Neural Network The feed forward neural network is the
most famous type of neural network and the one used in our proposed study
as well. Figure 3.30, shows the diagram representing the feedforward multi
layer precepetron neural network and its operation function is represented in
equation 3.51, where the term multi layer precepetron refers to the existence
of one or more hidden layers. Feedforward neural networks have a number of
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hidden layers that connects the input neurons to the output neurons, where
the input neurons are the receptors of our data from and the output neurons
give us the nal output of the network. The number of input neurons output
neurons and hidden layers are subjected to the type of application and the
structure of data.
yk = '(
nX
i=0
wkihi) = '(
nX
i=0
wki'
h(
mX
j=0
whijxj)) (3.51)
where h0 = x0 = 1.
Figure 3.30: Feedforward Neural Network
3.7.3 Learning in Neural Networks
The learning in the neural network is very similar to how the human
brain learns. According to the Hebbian's postulate, simply when two neurons
on either size of a synapses are activated asynchronously, then that synapse
is selectively weakened or eliminated otherwise the synapses is strengthened,
in our articial network the weight of the connection is increased or decreased
[116]. And as the weight of each connection increase, the inuence of its neu-
ron in increased as well (remember that the weight is a multiplication factor).
Equation 3.52 represents the mathematical formulation of the Hebbian's learn-
ing rule explained above and is illustrated in gure 3.31.
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wkj(n) = yk(n)yj(n) (3.52)
where  is the learning rate.
Figure 3.31: Hebbian's learning rule
There are various learning algorithms that are used to train Articial
Neural Networks, one of the most popular and easy to understand is the back-
propagation learning algorithm. A hybrid of this algorithm with another for-
ward path that uses the least-squares learning technique, is the learning algo-
rithm used by the ANFIS system used in this project and explained in more
details in 3.8.
Below is a quick explanation of how this algorithm works, while a detailed
illustration of its equations is listed in appendix A.
The Back Propagation Learning Algorithm Operating on our previ-
ously explained feedforward neural network the algorithm should work as fol-
lows:
1. Set the network size (number of hidden neurons), learning rates and other
parameters. Initialize the weights (including baises) by setting them to
small random values.
2. Present a training data pair (repeated cyclically) and calculate the cor-
responding network output.
3. Calculate the output error and the local gradient of the output neurons
k, and update the output weights.
4. Calculate the local gradient of the hidden weights hi .
5. Go to step 2, and repeat until the weights stabilizes or the output error is
small enough. (or if your stopping condition applied, if there were any)
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3.8 ANFIS
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) systems are a class of
adaptive networks that are funcionally equivalent to fuzzy inference systems.
In more simple words, they are an advanced articial intelligence technique
that uses Neural Networks to construct automatically a fuzzy logic controller
(FLC) for each specic case. In order for the Neural Network to construct
the controller, we need to train the network with some data that denes the
required performance of the controller. The neural network learns this data
through trials and error epochs and with the knowledge it gains from these
trials it constructs a FLC that mimics the required performance.
The advantage of using the ANFIS technique is that it combines the
benets from both: Neural Networks and Fuzzy logic, where; the rst have
the quality of being adaptive and can learn by generalization and pattern
recognition, and the latter allows soft and steady performance [114].
ANFIS uses a Takagi-Sugeno[123] fuzzy inference method in contrast
with the model from [70] that uses the Mamdani method [124]. Takagi-Sugeno
is a more compact and computationally more ecient than the Mamdani sys-
tem, furthermore, it is more exible to the use of adaptive techniques. But on
the other hand, the Mamdani system is more intuitive and understandable by
the human side [13] .
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Chapter 4
Objectives
4.1 Problem Statement
As a vehicle negotiates a turning maneuver at high velocity, undesired
lateral acceleration makes the vehicle tends to be more instable and less con-
trollable from the driver's point of view. This instability could be translated in
an undesired vehicle behavior like understeering or oversteering that may lead
the vehicle to leave its intended course or even rollover. Furthermore, statisti-
cal studies verify the impact of the lateral vehicle instability in causing severe
and fatal accidents. To make up for this problem, various control systems have
been proposed to generate a contra action that brings back the vehicle to its
desired course.
These standalone systems aim to alter in a way or another the tire forces
to produce compensating forces to help maintain the vehicle's lateral control.
Each controller presents a dierent control strategy, some aims to directly aect
the tires steering angles, others aect the tire longitudinal forces to create a
yaw moment around the vehicle's vertical axis and others aect the vertical
load distribution between the tires. Due to the dierence of the characteristics
of each of these systems their capability of controlling also diers. Without
detracting value to any of the systems, some systems are more eective at
mild instability situations, others are more eective as the vehicle reaches its
handling limits, and others are more eective as the lateral acceleration exceeds
a certain value.
For this reason, the use of more than one control system is recommended
to prot from the dierent advantages of the distinct controlling concepts.
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Nevertheless, combining more than one stability controller in a vehicle is not an
easy task, as it could produce conicts between the dierent controllers as well
as overlapping of the dierent control objectives. Also a simple combination
could lead to a further hardware and software complexity due to the possible
repetition of sensors and actuators and hence their signal connecting cables
and systems.
Hence Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Control (IVDC) systems have been
proposed to provide a carefully designed integration to coordinate between
the dierent chassis control systems. This way the control conicts could be
eliminated and the control results could be even further boosted by such a
combination. Also the system cost and complexity could be reduced due to
the possible sharing of sensors, actuators, cables and control units.
Lately, IVDC has been a hot research topic, and there exists dierent
systems in the literature that have tried controlling dierent combination of
the dierent standalone systems using a variety of control techniques. Many
controllers of which have shown promising results in improving the vehicle
handling through testing them on vehicle models.
However, these systems were manly designed and tested on limited num-
ber of maneuvers and conditions. Also, they have been tested on the same
maneuvers used for their design; hence their reliability and predictability are
questionable. Furthermore, a vehicle stability control system is considered to
be a safety critical system where any error of it could lead to a fatal damage.
While a manually designed controller that is devised through a limited sit-
uation testing is prone to errors like uncoverage of certain control zones or
approximation of control decisions values, due to the human imprecision.
Moreover, the manual selection of the control margin dedicated to each
integrated sub-system doesn't assure the optimal exploitation of the controllers
capabilities. Also, since these controllers are human-designed, any variation of
the car model characteristics even as small as changing the suspension stiness
will need human intervention for re-calibrating or even re-adjusting the system
manually to suit the newly made variation which makes these control systems
less portable.
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4.2 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to make up for the problems faced
by the literature and propose a reliable, predictable and portable Integrated
Vehicle Dynamics Control that improves the vehicle handling and stability.
As well as, eciently utilizing the available integrated control hardware to
cover the dierent possible control zones, while providing the driver with the
needed controllability feeling. To achieve this nal goal, a work break-down of
objectives needs to be dened:
 Present an Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Control technique that combines
between dierent stand-alone vehicle chassis controllers that compliment
the uncovered zones and/or the disadvantages of each other. While con-
sidering the chosen controllers, complexity, cost and market availability;
to base the study on a realistic and achievable implementation goals
 The Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Control should aim to exploit the
maximum advantages of the integrated control systems, to make the
best use of the available resources.
 The system design should insure the reliability and predictability of the
proposed controller; such that, it should be able to handle all the situa-
tions that a driver might go through since it is a safety critical system
that can cause fatal accidents if it crashes.
 The system should also be of a high repetitiveness; such that, it could
maintain its performance regardless of the possible sensors noise or fre-
quent maneuvers.
 The system should also be portable from one vehicle model to another
and easy to be adjusted in the case of the change of the vehicle chara-
cteristics; such that, least human intervention would be necessary to
achieve this functionality.
 Develop a high quality non-linear full vehicle model with the approp-
riate Degrees of Freedom and complexity, to study the vehicle cornering
dynamics and evaluate the proposed model performance.
 Dene the control objectives that the proposed system should follow.
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 The model should show an improvement of the vehicle handling and con-
trol in comparison to an exact uncontrolled vehicle and another vehicle
controlled by a controller from the literature.
Chapter 5
Phases
This chapter reviews the carried out phases of the thesis that makes the
presented work comply with the thesis objectives stated in the last chapter.
To reach the thesis objectives the work structure have to go through ve main
phases as shown in gure 5.1 and detailed through out this chapter.
5.1 The Non-Linear Vehicle Model
As mentioned before in section 2.3, mechanical models simulations plays
a great role in the facilitation and the cost reduction of the designing process
in the automobile industry. Yet the simulation results are of the same quality
of the simulated model. In other words, the more degrees of freedom and
the more considered aspects of the model, the more realistic its simulation of
the vehicle could be. For that reason the rst phase was to construct a full
car Non-Linear Vehicle Model (NLVM), with 13-Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
that comes from the vehicle longitudinal velocity and its lateral velocity; the
vehicle yaw, roll and pitch rates; the dierent four wheels rotational speeds;
the vertical motions for sprung mass; and for the unsprung masses at each of
the four vehicle extremes.
Since the vehicle wheels play a very important part in the vehicle cor-
nering performance, as discussed in section 3.1. The well-known Dugo vehi-
cle model [125] was implemented to simulate the vehicle tires behavior. The
NLVMwill be further discussed is section 6.1.1 and the equations that describes
its mechanical components in section 6.2
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5.2 Control objectives denition and desired
values calculation
As discussed in chapter 3, when the vehicle negotiate a turn on high
speed, it becomes less controllable by the traditional approaches. And as the
vehicle approaches the physical limit of adhesion it becomes less responsive
to the driver steering inputs and its behavior becomes less predictable and
nonlinear. At such situations, the correcting control systems prove their im-
portance as they try to keep the vehicle on its designated track [126]. These
control systems are built on the concept of evaluating the instability indicat-
ing variables and controlling the vehicle to follow the desired values of these
variables. And as discussed in section 3.1.6, there are three main dominant
control parameters that indicates the vehicle stability situation. They are the
lateral stability, the vehicle yaw rate and the vehicle side-slip angle. But since
the lateral stability value is already integrated in the later two variables to
insure the design simplicity and reduce the system response time.
Between all the presented stand-alone vehicle stability control systems
presented in section 3.2, the only two systems chosen to be integrated in the
presented Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Control (IVDC) system are the Active
Front Steering (AFS) and the brake-based Direct Yaw moment Control (DYC).
These two systems were chosen over their other competitors due to their eec-
tiveness in complimentary control zones, their hardware simplicity and their
relative economical competence, more details on the made choice can be found
in section 3.2.
5.3 Construction of the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Controller
As explained before in section 4.1 and beforehand detailed in section 3.3,
there exists vaious IVDC in the literature that aims to improve the vehicle
stability. Yet these systems were manly designed and tested on limited num-
ber of maneuvers and conditions. Also, they have been tested on the same
maneuvers used for their design, hence their reliability and predictability are
questionable. And therefore the presented controlling approach aims to re-
place the human-imprecision by an auto-constructed control systems that is
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designed through advanced Articial Intelligence (AI) techniques, more details
about the benets of this approach is described in section 3.3.1.
To be able to design such an automatically designed control system in a
manner that allows it to follow the most optimal control decisions, two steps
had to be carried out. First of which, to nd the optimal control decisions
which is made through an intelligent algorithm. Second, to construct the con-
troller to follow these optimal decisions discovered previously by the algorithm.
Below a brief summary of both steps is presented.
5.3.1 Intelligent Algorithm
To automatically construct the IVDC controller information about the
vehicle behavior is needed. In previously presented controllers from the litera-
ture, this information was obtained from humans, which could be faulty and
hence would be very dangerous in such a safety critical control system. For
this reason, an automatic data mining algorithm was constructed to search the
space of variables for the best control decisions. The algorithm works by xing
one of the two control parameters and starts to vary the other testing its eect
on the car performance, then it switches the operation to vary the xed pa-
rameter and x the previously-varied one to get the best control combination.
The best decision is then stored in a database.
The algorithm enters through lots of test cases, from very complicated
maneuvering to the easiest one, to secure covering all the maneuvers that
a car can get through. Unlike the manually constructed system from the
literature, these data are collected extensively and tested one by one to assure
the credibility and reliability of the controller. At each test case and time
instance, the best control outputs found by the algorithm are stored along
with its correspondent sensors input values. These data are then stored in a
database that are later used in the learning of the control system. In section
6.3.1, a detailed explanation of how the algorithm works is presented.
5.3.2 Building the controller
Having now a database with the best control decisions, inputs and out-
puts, we need to construct a controller that mimics these best decisions. Ob-
viously running this algorithm instead of the controller or storing the data set
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of a run through all possible values and then referencing it whenever needed
would always yield the best control output. Nevertheless such a solution is
infeasible in a real time system, especially a vehicle, where the speed of deci-
sion taking is very crucial. Here a feasible solution is proposed by Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) where data are obtained through the
algorithm, the learning is made oine and then using the generalization and
pattern recognition ability of the Articial Neural Network (ANN), the opti-
mum performance can be learned and a new Fuzzy Logic System (FLS) can
be constructed to mimic that optimum performance.
In this study, the controller is built using the MatLab ANFIS toolbox. A
more detailed explanation of the learning parameters and the controller per-
formance are explained in section 6.3.2. While more background information
about ANFIS, ANNs and FLS are to be found in section 3.4
5.4 Integration of the controller in the car model
Once the ANFIS auto-learning system constructs the new Fuzzy Logic
Control from the learned parameters. The controller is ready to be integrated
in the vehicle. To do so, the controller is imported as a Simulink block and is
connected to the vehicle. Also an observer that provides the controller with
the side-slip angle data is constructed from a 3-DOF full vehicle model and is
connected to the car sensors and the proposed controller, more details of this
integration will be provided in chapter 6. Once the modules are connected
to the vehicle, the vehicle becomes ready to be tested on the dierent testing
maneuvers.
5.5 Verication of the presented controller ef-
fectiveness
To verify the eectiveness of the presented controller, the testing ma-
neuvers were completely dierent from the designing maneuvers. Unlike the
control systems from the literature that uses the same maneuvers to design the
controller as the maneuvers to test the controller, which makes their controllers
reliability and predictability questionable. For a fair judgment of the obtained
results, the presented controller results were compared to that of a passive
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vehicle, another controller from the literature and the designated trajectory.
All of the three vehicles were simulated negotiating three dierent maneuver
on two dierent speeds and a dierent weather condition.
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Figure 5.1: Stages of the Ph.D. Thesis Development
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Chapter 6
Methodology
This chapter states a detailed description of the proposed system. It
starts by describing the dierent system modules that are used in both the
designing and testing phases in section 6.1. That section provides an expla-
nation of how the system is integrated in the car and clarify the data ow
between the sensors, actuators, control system and the car. Later section 6.2
explains the vehicle mechanical model used for the simulation process to test
the eciency of the proposed control system. Last but not least, section 6.3
explains the controller designing phases and its operational technique.
6.1 System modules and their interrelation
The system is composed of ve main modules, a full vehicle model that
simulates the behavior of the car to be controlled. The control system that is
used to improve the vehicle stability. A braking force distributor that trans-
lates the Moment signal given by the controller to braking forces to break the
chosen wheels. An observer that estimates the side-slip angle and pass it as a
control input to the controller. And nally a reference model that calculates
the desired values of the vehicle's stability indicating variables, in this case the
r and the . These modules and the connection between them is indicated in
gure 6.1 and will be detailed in this section.
6.1.1 Full vehicle model
A mathematical Non-Linear Vehicle Model (NLVM) of 13 Degrees of
Freedom (DOF) that simulates and evaluates the vehicle response to the con-
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the proposed control system
trolled input according to the circulated maneuver. The model was constructed
by MatLab Simulink mechanical simulation tool; with the main objective of
collecting the data about the performance of a real vehicle and its response to
each variation of control entry. Furthermore, this model is used to pre-test the
controller performance through simulating bevel maneuvers and testing the
eectiveness of its control decisions. The degrees of freedom associated with
this model are the longitudinal velocity, U , the lateral velocity, V , the yaw
rate, r, the roll rate, p, the pitch rate, _ , the wheel rotational speeds, !fl, !fr,
!rl and !rr, and the vertical motions for sprung mass, zs and for unsprung
masses, zufl, zufr, zurl and zurr.
The equations used to construct this mathematical model comes from
well known veried models that are found in the literature to verify the quality
of the simulation as discussed in section 2.3. These mechanical models are
described in details in sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, that explains the vehicle
model, the suspension model and the tire model, respectively.
6.1.2 The control system
Which is the major addition of this presented work, and aims to improve
the stability of the vehicle by an integrated control method that controls an
Active Front Steering (AFS) system through a steering angle correction signal
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 and a brake-based Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) through a direct yaw
moment control signal Mz that is then converted into a braking torque, by the
'Braking force distributor'. To judge the stability state of the vehicle so that
the controller could output the adequate steering and braking control; three
variables are typically used, the lateral acceleration, the yaw rate and the
side-slip angle of the vehicle body, explained previously in 3.1.6. Nevertheless,
the presented controller uses only the yaw rate r and the side-slip angle  to
follow their target values, since the lateral acceleration value is integrated in
the previous two. In this way the controller design can be more simple and
the response time could be further reduced. For more information about the
correcting controllers, like AFS and DSC, please refer to chapter 3.2. While the
concept of integrated control, its uses and benets, could be found in section
3.3.
The selected input signals to the 'control system', the yaw rate can be
measured directly by a gyroscope [89, 127], therefore its value is directly taken
from the vehicle model. However, the side slip angle can't be measured directly,
because as yet the available sensors are optical or GPS based-sensors and are
always associated with problems of cost, accuracy, and reliability [128], so
the value of the side slip angle is better estimated by an 'observer' [129, 89,
130, 131]. Thus, a three-degrees-of-freedom (3DOF) vehicle model is used to
estimate it and is refered to in the block diagram presented in gure 6.1 as the
side-slip angle observer.
To construct this controller various Articial Intelligence (AI) technolo-
gies have been used. To obtain a background knowledge about these technolo-
gies please refer to section 3.4. Later in section 6.3 the exact control system
designing technique will be detailed.
6.1.3 The braking force distributor
This module is a direct model that controls the braking force going to
each of the front wheels. Based on the sign of the yaw moment Mz control
signal at each instance, this model decides the particular wheel that shall
receive the braking torque, such that the wheels don't receive conicting signals
which could lead the vehicle to become unstable.
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6.1.4 Sideslip angle observer
This module is a linear simplied 3-DOF full vehicle model, that is used
in the estimation of the side-slip angle [132] to substitute the lack of presence
of a reliable sensor, as mentioned before. The 3-DOF model could be regarded
as a reduced version of the 13-DOF model cited above, where the equations
governing the longitudinal, the lateral and the yaw motions in the model are
exactly like those of the 13-DOF model. Also, the respective tire forces in the
x and y directions are similarly calculated through the Dugo tire model. A
detailed explanation of this model and a description of its guiding equations
could be found in section 6.2.4.
6.1.5 The reference model
The driver tries to control the vehicle's stability during normal and mode-
rate cornering from the steerability point of view. Therefore, the reference
model reects the desired relationship between the driver performance and
the vehicle stability factors [9]. Hence, the model is designed to generate the
desired values of the yaw rate and the side slip angle at each instance, according
to the driver's steering wheel angle input and the vehicle speed, while consid-
ering a constant forward speed [133, 70, 125]. The desired side slip angle of
the vehicle is tried to be maintained as closest as possible to zero [70, 32, 112],
since a vehicle slipping to the sides is not a desired behavior.
d ' 0 (6.1)
On the other hand, while cornering, the yaw rate cannot be assumed as zero.
Instead, it has to have a value that depends on the front wheel inclination
angle, the forward speed and the vehicle dimensions, and could be calculated
as follows [125, 134, 70]:
rd =
U
l (1 + A  U2) (6.2)
where A is a stability factor taken as 0.005, l is the wheel base, and U is the
longitudinal velocity.
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6.2 Mechanical Models
In this section the mechanical models used to realize the simulation are
described. Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 are together used to simulate the full
Non-Linear Vehicle Model mentioned before. While section 6.2.4 explains how
to get the 3-DOF vehicle model that's used to estimate the side-slip angle. In
table 6.1 the naming and the values of the used constants can be found.
6.2.1 Full vehicle model
The full vehicle model includes both lateral and longitudinal dynamics,
as well as the non-linearity in the vehicle model and a suspension model [102].
The degrees of freedom associated with this model are the longitudinal velocity,
U , the lateral velocity, V , the yaw rate, r, the roll rate, p, the pitch rate, _,
the wheel rotational speeds, !fl, !fr, !rl and !rr, and the vertical motions
for unsprung masses, zufl, zufr, zurl and zurr, and for sprung mass, zs. The
equations of motion for the full vehicle model are derived from gure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Parameter denition of the full vehicle model
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where the longitudinal motion is represented by:
m  _U = m  V  r + Fxfl + Fxfr + Fxrl + Fxrr (6.3)
the lateral motion by:
m  _V =  m  U  r  ms  e  _p+ Fyfl + Fyfr + Fyrl + Fyrr (6.4)
the yaw motion by:
Izzs  _r = Ixxs  _p+ a(Fyfl + Fyfr)  b(Fyrl + Fyrr)
+
Tf
2
(Fxfl   Fxfr) + Tr
2
(Fxrl   Fxrr) (6.5)
the roll motion by:
Ixxs  _p =  ms  e  _V  ms  e  U  r + Ixzs  _r +ms  g  e  
 Tf
2
(F1fl   F1fr)  Tf
2
(F1rl   F1rr) K    C  _ (6.6)
where,
_ = p (6.7)
and nally the pitch motion by:
Iyys   = a(F1fl + F1fr)  b(F1rl + F1rr) (6.8)
The four wheels rotational motion is represented by:
Iw  _!i = Ti  Rw:Fxi (6.9)
where i = , fr, rl and rr and Ti is the dierence between the driving torque,
Td, and the braking torque, Tb, as follows:
Ti = Tdi   Tbi (6.10)
The terms Fxi and Fyi represent the respective tire forces in the x and
y directions, that can be related to the tractive and the lateral tire forces,
denoted by Fti and Fsi respectively, and will be calculated later from the tire
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model:
Fxi = Fti  cos i   Fsi  sini (6.11)
Fyi = Fti  sini + Fsi  cos i (6.12)
where i is the steering angle including the roll steering, and is calculated by:
fl = fr = f +c +  Krsf (6.13)
rl = rr =  Krsr (6.14)
The presented full car model as well includes a quasi-static lateral and
longitudinal load transfer. Thus, the normal load equation for each wheel can
be expressed as:
Fzi =

mui +
msb
2l

g  

_U   V  r

hcg
g  l   F2i (6.15)
where i =  and fr
Fzi =

mui +
msa
2l

g +

_U   V  r

hcg
g  l   F2i (6.16)
where i = rl and rr
The transformations from vehicle model to the global coordinates are given
by:
_X = U  cos   V  sin (6.17)
_Y =  U  sin   V  cos (6.18)
where  is the yaw angle.
6.2.2 Suspension Model
The sprung mass is modeled by:
ms  zs =  F1fl   F1fr   F1rl   F1rr (6.19)
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where
F1fl = k1fl(zsfl   zufl) + csfl( _zsfl   _zufl)
 Kaf
Tf

  (zufl   zufr)
Tf

(6.20)
F1fr = k1fr(zsfr   zufr) + csfr( _zsfr   _zufr)
+
Kaf
Tf

  (zufl   zufr)
Tf

(6.21)
F1rl = k1rl(zsrl   zurl) + csrl( _zsrr   _zurl)
 Kar
Tr

  (zurl   zurr)
Tr

(6.22)
F1rr = k1rr(zsrr   zurr) + csrr( _zsrr   _zurr)
+
Kar
Tr

  (zurl   zurr)
Tr

(6.23)
and
zsfl = zs   a   + Tf
2
  (6.24)
zsfr = zs   a     Tf
2
  (6.25)
zsrl = zs + b   + Tr
2
  (6.26)
zsrr = zs + b     Tr
2
  (6.27)
and the unsprung mass is modeled by:
mui  zui = F1i   F2i (6.28)
where i = , fr, rl and rr.
F2i = k2i(zri   zui) (6.29)
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6.2.3 Tire Model
In this work, the Dugo model [125] is used to simulate the lateral and
longitudinal forces generated by the tires. The Dugo model was chosen due
to its low requirement of computational eort and because it is a function of
physical parameters. According to the full vehicle model, each wheel has an
independent slip angle and hence can be represented as follows:
fl = fl   arctan

V + a  r
U   1/2  Tf  r

(6.30)
fr = fr   arctan

V + a  r
U + 1/2  Tf  r

(6.31)
rl = rl   arctan

b  r   V
U   1/2  Tr  r

(6.32)
rr = rr   arctan

b  r   V
U + 1/2  Tr  r

(6.33)
and the longitudinal wheel slip can be dened as:
Si =
R  !i   uiui
 (6.34)
where the !i is the wheel rotational speed and the ui is the velocity component
in the wheel plane, given by:
ufl =

U +
Tf  r
2

cos fl + (V + a  r)sinfl (6.35)
ufr =

U   Tf  r
2

cos fr + (V + a  r)sinfr (6.36)
url =

U +
Tr  r
2

cos rl   (b  r   V )sinrl (6.37)
urr =

U   Tr  r
2

cos rr   (b  r   V )sinrr (6.38)
Neglecting the self-aligning moment, the tractive and the side tire forces, are
determined by:
 =
  Fzi
h
1  "r  ui
p
S2i + tan
2 i
i
(1  Si)
2
p
C2i  S2i + C2  tan2 i
(6.39)
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f() =
(
(2  )  < 1
1   1 (6.40)
Fsi =
C  tani
1  Si f() (6.41)
Fti =
Ci  Si
1  Sif() (6.42)
6.2.4 3-DOF Vehicle Model
This is a simple and linear full vehicle model with only 3-DOF, and is
solely used for the estimation of the side-slip angle. This model could be
described as a reduced version of the full vehicle model explained above and
could be described by gure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Parameter denition of the 3-DOF model
The equations governing the longitudinal, the lateral and the yaw mo-
tions of the vehicle model can be expressed as follows [132]:
m  _U = m  V  r + Fxfl + Fxfr + Fxrl + Fxrr (6.43)
m  _V =  m  U  r  ms  e  _p+ Fyfl + Fyfr + Fyrl + Fyrr (6.44)
Izzs  _r = Ixxs  _p+ a(Fyfl + Fyfr)  b(Fyrl + Fyrr)
+
Tf
2
(Fxfl   Fxfr) + Tr
2
(Fxrl   Fxrr) (6.45)
and the respective tire forces in the x and y directions, Fxi and Fyi, can be
obtained from equations:
Fxi = Fti  cos i   Fsi  sini (6.46)
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Fyi = Fti  sini + Fsi  cos i (6.47)
Where Fxi and Fyi represent the respective tire forces in the x and y
directions, that can be related to the tractive and the lateral tire forces, denoted
by Fti and Fsi respectively,that can be similarly calculated from the Dugo tire
model explained before in section 6.2.3.
The side-slip value of this model can be easily calculated as:
 = tan 1
V
U
(6.48)
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Var Information and value
a distance of the center of gravity from the front axle = 1 m
A stability factor = 0.005
b distance of the center of gravity from the rear axle = 1.454 m
Ci longitudinal stiness of one tire = 52.526 kN/unit slip
Csfj left/right front suspension damping constant = 1.57 kN.s/m
Csrj left/right rear suspension damping constant = 1.76 kN.s/m
C cornering stiness of one tire = 29 kN/rad
C roll axis torsional damping = 3511.6 N.m/rad.s
E distance of the sprung mass center of gravity from the roll axes =
0.4572 m
g gravity = 9.81 m=s2
hcg height of the sprung mass center of gravity = 0.533 m
Iw wheel moment of inertia = 2.1 kg:m
2
Ixxs vehicle inertia moment about the roll axis = 489.9 kg:m
2
Iyys vehicle inertia moment about the pitch axis = 1058.4 kg:m
2
Izzs vehicle inertia moment about the yaw axis = 1627 kg:m
2
k1fj left/right front suspension spring stiness = 20.6 kN/m
k1rj left/right rear suspension spring stiness = 15.2 kN/m
k2fj left/right front tire spring stiness = 138 kN/m
k2rj left/right rear tire spring stiness = 138 kN/m
kaf front anti-roll bar stiness = 6.695 kN m/rad
kar rear anti-roll bar stiness = 6.695 kN m/rad
krsf front roll steer coecient = 0.2 rad/rad
krsr rear roll steer coecient = 0.2 rad/rad
k roll axis torsional stiness = 66185.8 N.m/rad
m vehicle total mass = 1298 kg
ms vehicle sprung mass = 1167.5 kg
mufj left/right front unsprung mass = 26.5 kg
murj left/right rear unsprung mass = 24.4 kg
Rw wheel radius = 0.305 m
Tf front track width = 0.718 m
Tr rear track width = 0.718 m
"r road adhesion reduction factor = 0.015 s/m
 nominal friction coecient between tire and ground = 0.9 and 0.5
Table 6.1: Vehicle's parameters
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6.3 Control System
The proposed control system needs to be constructed on dierent phases.
As discussed before, we intend to replace the expert's knowledge-based con-
trol system by an intelligent auto-generated self-tested system, to avoid the
human-error. So, the rst phase is running the automated algorithm, which
on its turn generates the data, chooses the best answer for a set of condi-
tions and nally stores them in a database. The logic behind the algorithm,
its implementation and the characteristics of the database that the algorithm
generates are discussed in section 6.3.1. Afterward, section 6.3.2 presents a
discussion of the Articial Neural Network (ANN) used to learn from the au-
tomatically generated database, by nding correlations among these data in a
data mining fashion. Also, the auto constructed Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC)
based on the learned correlations, is explained at this point. Finally, section
6.3.3 provides a brief explanation of the system in its operational phase, relat-
ing to the modules interrelation from section 6.1.
6.3.1 Automated Data Generation Algorithm
To be able to construct the ANFIS control system, a generous random
sample of optimum control values is needed. These control values are then used
by the neural network to auto-construct the fuzzy-based controller, such that
the new controller would mimic the behavior of the learned values. Neverthe-
less, in a problem like the one addressed in this paper, this needed data cannot
be generated from experimental data, due to the safety criticality of the test
and the absence of an instantaneous evaluator that decides the best control
decision made at each instance. For these reasons, an algorithm was proposed
to search for the optimal values by directly testing the vehicle mathematical
model simultaneously, while searching the space of variables.
To achieve this, at rst the designed algorithm replaces the 'control sys-
tem', described in gure 6.1, such that it takes as input the yaw rate r and
the side-slip angle  values, both the current and the desired. Accordingly,
it tries to guess the best values for the steering correction  and the yaw
moment Mz by increasing/decreasing one while xing the value of the other,
and evaluating the input errors that are calculated as:
e() =  - d
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e(r) = r - rd
where d and rd are calculated by the 'reference model' see gure 6.1 and
through equations 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
The algorithm runs this procedure various times along the training maneuver,
choosing equally distributed time slices. At each slice of which the situation
is frozen to be studied by the algorithm and to nd a control decision for it.
Once a control decision is chosen, the algorithm store it as a quadruple of
fe(), e(r), Mz, g in a database for later use. The maneuver used in the
data generation of the proposed system was a slowly increasing curve initiat-
ing from zero, and the frozen instances studied by the algorithm where 10,000
instance for each curve.
The algorithm is an oine learning algorithm, so the algorithm complex-
ity only aects the pre-learning phase and not the real-time response. Nev-
ertheless, to speed up the training phase and minimize the algorithm search
space, since the controller from [70] showed good results. Therefore, that
controller decision value was taken as the initial value, that from which the
search task begins. To guarantee that the results from [70] won't delimit the
new results, experiments on random time samples have been made comparing
the results from the algorithm when its search initiating at zero and when it
initiates from the other controller values and both were found to be equal.
A simplied summarization of the algorithm can be explained as follows.
Initially, the algorithm xes the Mz and starts to vary the  and testing its
eect on the car performance, then it switches the operation to vary the Mz
while xing the  till the best control combination is found. The variation
of the  before that of Mz helps to avoid the use of Mz whenever possible so
that the drawback of ESC in reducing the car longitudinal speed is averted.
The best control decision of each driving situation is then stored in a database.
The state diagram of the presented algorithm is shown in 6.4, where its
six states are carried out on each of the 10,000 time-slices mentioned above.
Where lots of test cases has been put to experiment, from very complicated
maneuvers to the easiest ones, to secure covering all the maneuvers that a car
can get through. These six states are described as:
At each time instance do the following:
1.  Get the fuzzy controller decision ferr(), err(r), , Mzg and store
it as a reference and as the best-so-far values.
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Figure 6.4: Algorithm's state diagram
 Set the new Mz and  values to the fuzzy controller reference
values.
 Set Itr to 1.
2.  If Itr is 1, THEN set V ar to , ELSE set V ar to Mz
 Increase the V ar value and test the car response.
 If the yielded values of err() and err(r) were lower than the best-
so-far values.
{ THEN: Set best-so-far values to the new yielded values.
3.  Reset Mz and  values (V ar) to reference -to avoid repetition.
 Reset n to 0.
4.  Decrease the V ar value and test the car response.
 If the yielded values of err() and err(r) were lower than the best-
so-far values.
{ THEN: Set best-so-far values to the new yielded values.
5.  Reset Mz and  values (V ar) to reference.
 Reset n to 0.
 Set Itr to 2
6.  Store best-so-far 4-tuple values ferr(), err(r), , Mzg in the
database of the best control decisions.
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Figure 6.5 shows a detailed ow chart of the algorithm steps. The stop-
ping condition referred to in this gure, is the condition that prevents the
searching algorithm from entering in an innite loop as well as it tries to min-
imize the search space and prevent the algorithm from getting stuck in a local
minimum. The stopping condition applies the follows:
 If new e() and e(r) are worse than the best e() and e(r), allow search-
ing in this direction for only n-more steps as it remains worse, if the
performance didn't change until this step, then stop searching in this
direction.
 If new e() and e(r) are equal to the best e() and e(r), allow searching in
this direction for only n-more steps as it remains equal, if the performance
didn't change until this step, then stop searching in this direction.
 Each time the given direction yields a better performance, it resets the
n counter.
In the results presented in this thesis, the n-value was considered as 50
steps. The algorithm as well supports a feature, that gives dierent weights
to each of the evaluation parameters.
In this manner, unlike the manually constructed system from [70], this
automated algorithm allows to collect extensive data about the behavior of
the vehicle model to assure the credibility and reliability of the controller.
For this reason, the more the generic the maneuver could be and the more
time slices that are studied, the more the collected data can describe the
system behavior accurately. At this point, all the collected data are stored in
the previously mentioned database, which will be used by the ANFIS in the
learning of the control system to construct a control system that mimics the
behavior described by these data, as it will be explained in section 6.3.2.
This algorithm seems to be propitious in controlling various nonlinear
controllers due to its generic method and its capabilities to generate oine
training data and learn from it without a previous knowledge of the system
behavior. Such that, by only knowing the required control inputs and its range
of input values, along with the expected control outputs and an error func-
tion, the algorithm can then build up a control system with minimal human
interference. For instance, the algorithm was tested on a semi-active suspen-
sion system, the aim of this study was to improve the safety and the riding
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Figure 6.5: Algorithm's ow chart
comfort of passenger vehicles to assure a better riding experience [135]. In
that study, the algorithm was meant to nd the optimum controlling force
fa that gives the minimum possible values of the vertical acceleration of the
sprung mass, the suspension's deection and the tire's deection. Simulation
results showed a noticeable improvement made by the proposed controller in
comparison to the uncontrolled suspension and another controller from [14].
A detailed explanation of this model will be later described in chapter 8.
6.3.2 The ANFIS controller
Once the learning data is ready, we can introduce the database to the Ar-
ticial Neural Networks (ANNs) to construct the Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC).
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The technology that facilitates this process is called Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy In-
ference System (ANFIS) [136]. ANFIS provides a type of ANNs that can learn
from a given Inference System, in this case the database constructed in section
6.3.1, and with a minimal human help it can choose the suitable ANN param-
eters, and hence can automatically construct a FLC that is able to perform
like the learned data. The use of ANFIS also allows to benet from the learn-
ing and auto-adaption of an ANN with its ability of generalization, pattern
recognition and noise avoidance. While proting from the smooth controlling
performance, fast decision making, eciency in energy consumption and sim-
plicity of integration provided by the FLC [114, 113]. Detailed explanation of
these techniques is provided in section 3.4.
In the presented work, we used the MATLAB ANFIS toolbox to train
the ANN and construct the FLC controller. The database that was used to
train the ANN contained 10,000 quadruple sets, all collected by the previously
explained algorithm. These data were then divided in 3 groups, estimation,
validation and testing in the ratio of 2:1:1 respectively, such that each 4 con-
secutive quadruple sets would be distributed on the three mentioned groups
to assure the inclusion of the dierent system behavior in each group. The
network then was trained cycle by cycle on the training data and its perfor-
mance was checked on the validation set, while the testing set is to prevent
the learning algorithm to fall in a global minima, by a technique known as the
"early stopping" and is integrated in the MATLAB's ANFIS library.
Unlike the FLC presented in [70] that uses the Mamdani's fuzzy inference
method [124], ANFIS uses a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy inference method [123].
TS is a more compact and computationally more ecient than the Mamdani
system, furthermore, it is more exible to the use of adaptive techniques. But
on the other hand, the Mamdani system is more intuitive and understandable
by the human side [113], yet this point will not aect the proposed approach
since it only needs minimal human intervention.
The used ANFIS library only generates single-output control systems for
eciency reasons. Therefore a small change was made to the control system
design, it is now divided into two FLCs with the same pair of input signals, one
FLC is to control the Mz while the other is for controlling the , see gure
6.6. To adapt the data to form two control systems the quadruples from the
database are divided into triple sets of fe(), e(r), g and fe(), e(r),Mzg to
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construct the Steering FLC and the Moment FLC, respectively. Nevertheless,
this division doesn't aect the integration approach, since the data-generation
and the learning phases were realized as a two-inputs two-outputs process.
Figure 6.6: The two FLCs that makes up the new control system
Before the ANN is used, a clustering algorithm is applied on the data to
help divide it into subsets of approximate behavior. We have used the cluster-
ing option provided by the MATLAB ANFIS library that uses the clustering
method in deciding the initial characteristics of the FLCs before they are tuned
by the ANN. The clustering method used on the Steering data sets was ad-
justed to have a range of inuence of 0.2, a squash factor of 1.25 an accept
ratio of 0.1 and a reject ratio of 0.015, more details on the used functions and
the eect of these values can be found in [137].
This run yielded the construction of a 30 Gaussian input MFs, 15 MFs
for each of the two inputs, 15 rule and 15 constant output MFs. Consequently,
the ANN used to tune this FLC had 30 neurons in the input layer, divided
by half between the two inputs and each neuron is associated to one of the
input MFs; 15 neurons in the hidden layer, each of which corresponds to one
of the rules; and 15 neurons in the output layer, to match the 15 output MFs,
see gures . The neural networks used to construct the steering and moment
controllers are illustrated in gures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.
The ANN was then trained for 20 epochs by a hybrid training method
with zero error tolerance. The performance of the tuned Steering FLC on the
training data can be seen in gure 6.9, where the black 'o's are the testing data
that the system should follow and the gray '*'s are the output of the control
system. Similarly, the clustering method was applied on the Yaw Moment data
sets, with a range of inuence of 0.1, a squash factor of 1.25 an accept ratio
of 0.1 and a reject ratio of 0.015. The run yielded the construction of a 64
Gaussian input MFs, 32 MFs for each input, 32 rule and 32 constant output
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Figure 6.7: ANN model structure to construct the steering controller
MFs. Also the number of neurons in the constructed ANNmatched the number
of MFs in the same way like the previous ANN, and the ANN was trained for
20 epochs by a hybrid training method with zero error tolerance, as well. The
performance of the tuned Moment FLC on the training data is also shown
in gure 6.10. Also gures 6.11 and 6.12 show the surface representation of
the moment and steering controllers output. Where input1 refers to the yaw
rate e(r) input and input2 refers to the side-slip angle e() input and the
output refers to the steering correction  or the yaw momen correction Mz,
respectively.
The selection of the parameters of the clustering algorithm and the train-
ing method of the ANN was based on trial and error since it depends mainly
on the characteristics of the training data, also the parameter of the clustering
algorithm had to be chosen carefully as not to construct excessive number of
MFs, because the greatest the number of the membership functions the higher
the complexity of the system. Finally, the number of training epochs was
chosen by the aid of the early stopping algorithm to prevent the ANN from
over-learning and hence falling in a global minima.
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Figure 6.8: ANN model structure to construct the moment controller
Figure 6.9: Performance of the steering controller after learning the data sets
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Figure 6.10: Performance of the moment controller after learning the data sets
Figure 6.11: Surface representation of the steering controller output
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Figure 6.12: Surface representation of the moment controller output
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6.3.3 Operational mode
After constructing the FLCs, they are both placed in the 'Control Sys-
tem' from Figure6.1, such that, both FLCs are connected to the two input
lines and the output of each is connected to one of the output lines, as shown
in Figure6.6. To simulate the results of the proposed model, the mechanical
models were implemented using MATLAB SIMULINK simulation software, as
seen i n gure 6.13
Figure 6.13: Simulink model overview
Obviously running the proposed algorithm in real-time instead of the
controller, or storing the database yielded by an oine run of the algorithm
and then retrieving it with a search algorithm whenever needed would also
yield the same control output. Nevertheless, such solutions are infeasible in
a real-time system, especially in a vehicle, where the speed of decision taking
is very crucial. This is due to, that the two mentioned solutions would re-
quire entering in recursive procedures till they nd the right control decision,
especially the option of running the algorithm online since it needs to enter
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through the vehicle models calculations. While, FLC would only go through
a direct three-step calculation of: "Fuzzication", "Decision calculation" and
"Defuzzication" providing a quick online response, more details about the
FLC calculation can be found in [123]. Furthermore, from the point of space
complexity, the solution of storing a database of 10,000 quadruples would need
a much bigger space than that required by the FLC to store its MFs and rules,
and hence the FLC will generate less complexity at the time of implementing
the controller on a real vehicle embedded system. For these reasons, the AN-
FIS system proves to be a good solution for the given program as it has the
ability to convert the big database into a relatively-compact FLC controller.
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Chapter 7
Integrated controller results
This chapter presents the simulation results of the integrated vehicle dy-
namics controller presented in chapter 6. As mentioned before to simulate the
results of the proposed model, the vehicle mechanical models were implemented
using MATLAB SIMULINK simulation software. The values that dene the
simulated vehicle characteristics are to be found in table 6.1. The presented
algorithm was written in MATLAB m-code and the ANFIS, the ANN and the
FLCs were constructed through the MATLAB libraries.
To simulate the proposed controller eciency various maneuvers where
carried out, these maneuvers are the most widely used in the literature to
judge the eciency of the lateral stability controllers. At the beginning the
controller is tested in dry weather with a tire-road friction coecient  = 0:9,
in section 7.1, while negotiating three dierent maneuvers; a J-turn, a change
lane and a consecutive double change lane. The curves described by each of
the maneuvers are considered as severe curves especially at the testing speeds,
that are 20 m/s and 30 m/s, in other words, 72 and 108 km/h respectively.
Afterward, the controller is tested in a more complicated weather condition,
in section 7.2, which is in a snowy weather that reduces the tire-grip and the
friction coecient decreases to  = 0:5. In this road condition the system is
tested on the same maneuvers mentioned above but only on a velocity of 20
m/s.
An extremely important aspect of the proposed controller is that the
system training maneuvers are completely dierent from the testing maneu-
vers, which proves the generic property of the control system. The training
maneuver was a steering wheel turn starting at zero and gradually increasing,
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while the testing was carried on the maneuvers mentioned above.
For the clarity of the results demonstration, each test case is presented
as a comparison between three identical vehicle models one with the presented
ANFIS control system deployed in it, the second is controlled by an FLC
controller presented in [70] and the third is a passive vehicle without any
control systems. The trajectories made by the three vehicles are then compared
against a devised line that simulates the desired trajectory.
Figure 7.1: Steering input of the J-turn maneuver
This desired trajectory is obtained by substituting the desired values in
the variables of these equations:
_X = U  cos   V  sin (7.1)
_Y =  U  sin   V  cos (7.2)
These equations allow to get a transformation of the desired vehicle move-
ments in the global coordinates. Where U , the longitudinal velocity, is xed
to the target speed value (20 or 30 m/s in this case), V , the lateral velocity,
is xed to zero and  , the yaw angle, is given as the integration of the de-
sired yaw rate calculated in equation 6.2. The other vehicles trajectories are
also simulated using the same equations with the only dierence of that the
variables are substituted with the real-time values given by the mathematical
model of each vehicle, see section 6.2. Finally, the control signals decided by
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the ANFIS-controller and the FUZZY-controller for each of the trajectories
are shown.
The results of each of the described maneuvers will be discussed along
the chapter. Furthermore, an overall discussion of the obtained results will be
presented in section 7.3 and Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD) comparing
tables are provided in appendix B.
7.1 Dry road conditions
In this section the four trajectories of the Ans-controlled vehicle, the
FLC-controlled vehicle, the passive vehicle and the reference values will be
studied. Through evaluating the vehicles performance on the J-turn maneuver,
the change lane maneuver and the double change lane maneuver described in
gures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. The rst graph presents an elongated
turn of 6 in the front wheels inclination along the simulated time in the x-
axis. While the next gure is a two consecutive wheels inclination of 6 in
one direction followed by another in the opposite direction that presents a
rapid change of the driving lane. The last gure could be described as two
changing lanes maneuvers, each in a dierent direction, such a maneuver is
most commonly used to avoid obstacles. In this section all the three maneuvers
will be tested with vehicle initial velocities of 20 and 30 m/s. Table 7.1 shows
the RMSD values of the three comparative aspects, while tables B.1 and B.2
extend the comparison to the maximum and minimum reached values.
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Figure 7.2: Steering input of the change lane maneuver
Figure 7.3: Steering input of the double change lane maneuver
7.1.1 J-turn maneuver
Figure 7.4 shows the trajectory made by the three vehicles and the cal-
culated desired path while taking the J-turn maneuver at a speed of 20 m/s.
In this gure, as well as in the following ones, the ANFIS-controlled, FUZZY-
controlled, the uncontrolled and the desired path are referred to as: ANFIS,
Fuzzy, Uncontrolled and Reference, respectively. As seen from gure 7.4, the
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Fuzzy Controlled Vehicle (FCV) starts drifting to the right of the reference
even more than the ANFIS Controlled Vehicle (ACV) and then to the left
with a bigger error than that of the ACV again. Also it draws a shorter tra-
jectory than that drawn by the ACV in the same given time, which means
that the FCV brakes more and therefore travels with a slower velocity. This
performance is also reected in the RMSD of the trajectories from the desired
path shown in 7.1 and the maximum deviation distance in both the X and Y
directions shown in table B.1.
Figure 7.4: J-turn simulation at a speed of 20 m/s
This behavior can be better evaluated by comparing the errors of the
yaw rate and Side-slip angle made by both cars, shown in gures 7.5 and 7.6
respectively. As can be seen, the dierence between the yaw rate error of each
is almost negligible, as shown in the RMSD comparison in tables 7.1 and B.1.
Especially as the graph stabilizes after the rst second. Yet the Side-slip di-
erence between both explains the instability noticed in the FCV's maneuver,
especially in the increase and then the sudden decrease. Due to the fact that
the tracked error is accumulative in the way that as the car drifts more, this
drifting will aect its previous already drifted position. Hence, a smooth de-
crease of the error value or a stabilization of it promotes a stable movement
while a sudden change promotes instability and discomfort, as shown in gure
7.6.
Figures 7.7 and 7.8, shows the correcting steering signal  and yaw
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Figure 7.5: J-turn error of yaw rate at 20 m/s
Figure 7.6: J-turn Side-slip angle performance at 20 m/s
moment Mz decisions made by the ANFIS and the Fuzzy controllers through
the studied trajectory. The noticed decrease of speed in the drawn trajectory
noticed in gure 7.4 was due to the extra use of the braking moment by the
FCV rather than the correcting steering signal that is more used by the ACV.
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The use of extra braking at situations when it can be avoided, generates a
negative feeling to the driver. Which lead to the limiting of the ESP correction
to only necessary situations, as discussed in section 3.2.
Figure 7.7: J-turn Steering control at 20 m/s
Figure 7.8: J-turn Yaw-Moment control at 20 m/s
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This previously noticed behavior can be better seen in a more tricky con-
dition, by increasing the speed to 30 m/s and simulating for 10 more seconds,
as shown in gure 7.9, where practically the FCV over-steers and drifts away
from its desired trajectory. The yaw rate and the Side-slip angle errors of this
maneuver are shown in gures 7.10 and 7.11. Although the yaw rate and the
side-slip errors of the FLC seem to stabilize at zero. This stabilizing is a fake
indication, because the tires saturate at this point, due to the over-steering,
producing a phenomenon known as the "plateau eect" [138]. The decisions
made by the ANFIS and the Fuzzy controllers through the examined trajec-
tory are displayed in gure 7.12 for the steering correction output in , and
gure 7.13 for the yaw moment control Mz. As could be seen from these two
gures, the FLC-based controller almost stopped to emit control signals as its
vehicle looses its adhesion. While the ACV vehicle maintained its trajectory
and the ANFIS-based controller continued to do its job. In gure 7.13, the
ANFIS-based controller chooses a very high yaw moment output, this is due
to that this turning maneuver is very delicate and therefore the use of the yaw
moment is necessary as the vehicle reaches its adhesion limits.
Figure 7.9: J-turn simulation at a speed of 30 m/s
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Figure 7.10: J-turn error of yaw rate at 30 m/s
Figure 7.11: J-turn Side-slip angle performance at 30 m/s
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Figure 7.12: J-turn Steering control at 30 m/s
Figure 7.13: J-turn Yaw-Moment control at 30 m/s
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7.1.2 Change lane maneuver
The change lane trajectories made by the three vehicles are shown in
gures 7.14 and 7.15 for the speeds of 20 m/s and 30 m/s, respectively. As
it could be seen from these gures both control systems improves the vehicle
handling greatly and prevents the vehicle from entering in an over-steering or
an under-steering situations like what happened to the uncontrolled vehicle.
Tables 7.1, B.1 and B.2, show that the ACV yielded the best results in following
the desired trajectory.
Figure 7.14: Change lane simulation at a speed of 20 m/s
The deviation of their yaw rate from their desired values are demon-
strated in gure 7.16 and gure 7.17 and that of the Side-slip angle are in
gure 7.18 and gure 7.19. In comparison to the error calculated at the pas-
sive vehicle, both of the errors made by the ACV and the FCV are almost
negligible, and the dierence between them is minute as could be seen in ta-
bles 7.1, B.1 and B.2. Except in gure 7.19, that the ACV side-slip angle error
is regarded as a bit bigger. But this happens due to the fact that the ANFIS-
controller reserves the braking moment only to the necessary situations, which
is known to be the most eective Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) system
at the limits of adhesion but its excessive braking eect is undesirable for the
driver, see section 3.2. Therefore, the ANFIS-controller avoids the Mz use, so
as to eliminate this undesired braking eect suered by the ESP users. For
that reason, in gures 7.20 and 7.21 the ANFIS-controller braking moment
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Figure 7.15: Change lane simulation at a speed of 30 m/s
signal is regarded as a punctual signal that is used only when necessary, while
the FLC-controller excessively uses this signal even in unessential situations
where only the steering correction could be used. On the other hand, gures
7.22 and 7.23 shows that the ANFIS-controller depends highly on the use of
the AFS to improve the vehicle stability, and therefore avoid using the brakes
as much as possible.
The results of this controlling approach can also be noticed by looking
back at the trajectory graphs, gures 7.14 and 7.15. Where a closer look could
show that the ACV follows the referenced trajectory more than the FCV.
Furthermore, the eect of the speed reduction could be noticed at the extreme
right of the graph, where the green line always ends before the blue one, which
means that the FCV runs less trajectory than the ACV in the same given time.
This speed reduction eect can also be noticed by comparing the maximum
X-deviation from the desired path of each of the three vehicles shown in tables
B.1 and B.2.
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Figure 7.16: Change lane error of yaw rate at 20 m/s
Figure 7.17: Change lane error of yaw rate at 30 m/s
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Figure 7.18: Change lane Side-slip angle performance at 20 m/s
Figure 7.19: Change lane Side-slip angle performance at 30 m/s
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Figure 7.20: Change lane Yaw-Moment control at 20 m/s
Figure 7.21: Change lane Yaw-Moment control at 30 m/s
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Figure 7.22: Change lane Steering control at 20 m/s
Figure 7.23: Change lane Steering control at 30 m/s
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7.1.3 Double change lane maneuver
As for the double change lane trajectories they are shown in gures 7.24
and 7.25 for the speeds of 20 m/s and 30 m/s, respectively. As discussed above,
the double-change lane could be regarded as two changing lanes maneuvers,
each in a dierent direction. The simulation of this maneuver could allow us
to better view the instability suered by the vehicle while changing driving
lanes rapidly. As seen in gures 7.24 and 7.25 the passive vehicle lost its
stability while enduring such a maneuver on the simulated speeds. While both
the ANFIS-based and the FLC-based controlled vehicles where able to follow
their designated trajectories. Also tables 7.1, B.1 and B.2, show that the ACV
yielded the best results in following the designated trajectory.
Figure 7.24: Double change lane simulation at a speed of 20 m/s
As by looking to gures 7.26 and 7.27, the yaw rate error of both the
ACV and the FCV are almost negligible in comparison to that of the passive
vehicle. On the other hand, by looking at gures 7.28 and 7.29, the AFC
side-slip angle error is seen bigger. But once more this happens because the
ANFIS-based controller avoids the use of the braking moment and limits it to
only punctual and necessary uses, as could be seen in gures 7.30 and 7.31.
Instead the ANFIS-based controller depends highly on the possible correction
that could be generated by the AFS to avoid unnecessary speed deterioration
that bothers the drivers. The steering correction used by both the ACV and
the FCV is compared in gures 7.32 and 7.33. By carefully watching again
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Figure 7.25: Double change lane simulation at a speed of 30 m/s
gures 7.26 and 7.27, the eect of the speed reduction on the FCV is even
clearer in the double change lane maneuver than in the change lane maneuver.
As for in both trajectories the green line that represent the trajectory made
by the FCV in the given time always ends before the blue line which present
the trajectory made by the ACV in the same given time. Furthermore, by
comparing the maximum X-deviation from the desired path of each of the
three vehicles shown in tables B.1 and B.2 the speed maintenance oered by
the ACV is more noticeable in the double-change lane maneuver than the
change lane one.
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Figure 7.26: Double change lane error of yaw rate at 20 m/s
Figure 7.27: Double change lane error of yaw rate at 30 m/s
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Figure 7.28: Double change lane Side-slip angle performance at 20 m/s
Figure 7.29: Double change lane Side-slip angle performance at 30 m/s
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Figure 7.30: Double change lane Yaw-Moment control at 20 m/s
Figure 7.31: Double change lane Yaw-Moment control at 30 m/s
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Figure 7.32: Double change lane Steering control at 20 m/s
Figure 7.33: Double change lane Steering control at 30 m/s
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RMSD values
Trajectory Yaw rate Side-slip Angle
20 km/h Jturn ans 24.94 0.0065 0.0328
=0.9 fuzzy 28.64 0.0039 0.0219
passive 71.28 0.14 0.0651
CL ans 4.49 0.002 0.0085
fuzzy 5.8 0.0011 0.0068
passive 8.77 0.1143 0.0193
DCL ans 7.8 0.0028 0.0116
fuzzy 10.07 0.0734 0.0068
passive 19.04 0.139 0.0247
30 km/h Jturn ans 51.33 0.0759 0.0724
=0.9 fuzzy 51.88 0.0023 0.0828
passive 52.85 0.1045 0.1119
CL ans 4.63 0.0024 0.0166
fuzzy 5.79 0.0011 0.01
passive 66.44 0.1147 0.088
DCL ans 8.17 0.0034 0.023
fuzzy 10.36 0.0015 0.0144
passive 128.3 0.2261 0.0947
Table 7.1: RMSD values of the 20 and 30 km/h maneuvers on dry surface
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7.2 Snowy road conditions
This section describes the evaluation of the same four vehicles in a snowy
road condition where the tire-road friction coecient reduced from  = 0:9 as
in the previous section to a  = 0:5. This reduction greatly impact the car
stability and its response to the driver input. To get a realistic conditions the
vehicles are only tested on 20 m/s speed, since a more elevated speed could
be extremely dangerous. Also the J-turn maneuver was adapted to be of an
elongated turn of 4 in the front wheels inclination along the simulated time.
Figure 7.34 shows the new J-turn maneuver, while the change lane and the
double change lane maneuvers are kept as in the previous section. Table 7.2
shows the RMSD values of the three comparative aspects, while table B.3
extends the comparison to the maximum and minimum reached values.
Figure 7.34: Steering input of the J-turn maneuver on snowy surface
7.2.1 J-turn maneuver
Figure 7.35 shows the J-turn maneuver on the described slippery road.
The passive vehicle rapidly over-steers and gets extremely unstable as shown
by its yaw rate and side-slip angle errors shown in gures 7.36 and 7.37 respec-
tively. As for the ACV and the FCV they both have an under-steering perfor-
mance, which although is not the most desirable performance, it is preferred
more than that of an over steering one, details in section 3.1.5. Between both
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controllers performance, as seen in gure 7.35, the AVC approximates much
more to the reference trajectory than the FVC, and as calculated in table 7.2.
The steering correction and the yaw moment outputs of the two controllers are
shown in gures 7.38 and 7.39, respectively. Moreover, as shown in table B.3
the AVC yielded the best RMSD yaw rate and the second best RMSD side-slip
angle.
Figure 7.35: J-turn simulation at a speed of 20 m/s on snowy road conditions
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Figure 7.36: J-turn error of yaw rate at 20 m/s on snowy road conditions
Figure 7.37: J-turn Side-slip angle performance at 20 m/s on snowy road
conditions
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Figure 7.38: J-turn Steering control at 20 m/s on snowy road conditions
Figure 7.39: J-turn Yaw-Moment control at 20 m/s on snowy road conditions
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7.2.2 Change lane maneuver
The trajectory of the change lane maneuver described in gure 7.2 on
a slippery road is displayed in gure 7.40. The passive vehicle went out of
its course loosing its stability at the beginning of the cornering. While both
the ANFIS-based controller and the FLC-based controller maintained their
vehicles so close to the desired trajectory. The yaw rate error, the side-slip
angle, the steering control and the yaw moment control of the three vehicles
are shown in gures 7.41, 7.42, 7.43 and 7.44, respectively. The performance
dierence of the ACV and the FCV may not be very clear in the trajectory
graphs, but the RMSD of the desired path shown in tables 7.2 and B.3, shows
that the ACV has the best target following performance. Also gures 7.43 and
7.44 show that the ACV uses more the AFS whenever possible.
Figure 7.40: Change lane simulation at a speed of 20 m/s on snowy road
conditions
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Figure 7.41: Change lane error of yaw rate at 20 m/s on snowy road conditions
Figure 7.42: Change lane Side-slip angle performance at 20 m/s on snowy road
conditions
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Figure 7.43: Change lane Steering control at 20 m/s on snowy road conditions
Figure 7.44: Change lane Yaw-Moment control at 20 m/s on snowy road con-
ditions
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7.2.3 Double change lane maneuver
Figure 7.45 shows the trajectory drawn by the four vehicles in a snowy
road condition on the previously presented double change lane maneuver shown
in gure 7.3. Similar to the previous simulation the passive vehicle went out
of its course loosing its stability at the beginning of the cornering. While both
the ANFIS-based controller and the FLC-based controller kept on maintaining
their vehicles so close to the desired trajectory. The yaw rate error, the side-slip
angle, the steering control and the yaw moment control of the three vehicles
are shown in gures 7.46, 7.47, 7.48 and 7.49, respectively. Similar to the
previous maneuver the performance of both the ACV and the FCV is not very
clear through looking at the graphs, but it is shown in the RMSD comparison
in table B.3, where the ACV shows the best performance in comparison to the
FCV and the passive vehicle. Also, gures 7.46 and 7.47 show that the ACV
still uses the AFS whenever possible.
Figure 7.45: Double change lane simulation at a speed of 20 m/s on snowy
road conditions
7.3 Discussion
In this chapter the simulation results of the proposed controller were
presented in comparison to a passive vehicle and another vehicle controlled by
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Figure 7.46: Double change lane error of yaw rate at 20 m/s on snowy road
conditions
Figure 7.47: Double change lane Side-slip angle performance at 20 m/s on
snowy road conditions
a human designed FLC presented in the literature. All of the three vehicles
trajectories were evaluated in comparison to the desired trajectory and their
stability variables were compared against the optimal ones.
The vehicles were rst tested on a dry road of a friction coecient of
 = 0:9 while negotiating extreme maneuvers of J-turn, change lane and dou-
ble change lane. All three maneuvers were tested on speeds of 20 and 30 m/s.
The presented controller showed the best results in all the experiments made
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Figure 7.48: Double change lane Steering control at 20 m/s on snowy road
conditions
Figure 7.49: Double change lane Yaw-Moment control at 20 m/s on snowy
road conditions
on dry surface. Where it was able to handle the stability of the vehicle and
approximate its trajectory to the desired one without as much velocity reduc-
tion as in the case of the human-designed FLC controller. This behavior was
observed due to the fact that the ANFIS-based controller tries to optimally
utilize all its available resources, while avoiding to brake whenever possible to
reduce the undesirable slowing down eect.
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RMSD values
Trajectory Yaw rate Side-slip Angle
20 km/h Jturn ans 51.33 0.0759 0.0724
=0.5 fuzzy 51.88 0.0023 0.0828
passive 52.85 0.1045 0.1119
CL ans 4.63 0.0024 0.0166
fuzzy 5.79 0.0011 0.01
passive 66.44 0.1147 0.088
DCL ans 8.17 0.0034 0.023
fuzzy 10.36 0.0015 0.0144
passive 128.3 0.2261 0.0947
Table 7.2: RMSD values of the 20 km/h maneuvers on slippery surface
Later the three vehicles were tested on a lower friction road with  =
0:5 to simulate a snowy weather condition. In this weather condition the
three previously mentioned maneuvers were simulated on a velocity of 20 m/s.
Since circulating in a low friction road condition at a more elevated speed
is a highly risky action even in the presence of a DSC system. The ACV
showed the best drawn trajectory in the J-turn maneuver. Where it kept the
vehicle from oversteering, as what happened to the passive vehicle, or extreme
understeering, as what happeed to the FCV. As for the change lane and the
double change lane trajectories, both ACV and FCV showed similar results.
Yet they both showed great improvement in maintaining the vehicle stability
in comparison to the passive vehicle that practically drifts out of track.
Chapter 8
Suspensions systems design and
results
This chapter shows the control results of the previously presented al-
gorithm and controlling technique, described in section 6.3. This proposed
technique in now tested to control a semi-active suspension system to improve
the vehicle riding stability and comfort. The proposed algorithm helps to fa-
cilitate the design of semi-active suspension controllers, reduce the design cost
and time, and also reduce the human intervention and consequently minimize
the human-factor error. In this way dierent controllers for dierent suspension
systems can be designed by only changing the algorithm input parameters.
The results obtained by controlling the semi-active suspensions were
pretty satisfactory, which proves that the presented controlling technique can
be very propitious to control more non-linear mechanical systems.
The chapter organization is as follows. Section 8.1 gives a brief back-
ground about semi-active suspension control and denes the challenges faced
in this area. Then section 8.2 states the main contribution that the proposed
algorithm presents. Section 8.3 describes the structure of the used vehicle
model. While section 8.4 explains the intelligent algorithm and the adaptive
neuro-fuzzy control technique. In section 8.5, the control system performance
is evaluated and simulation results are showed and discussed. Finally section
8.6 briey discusses what the chapter presented.
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8.1 Problem statement
In modern vehicles, both the riding comfort and the driving safety are
key issues in its design. The suspension systems have a key role in improving
these two factors and therefore have received a great attention from both the
academia and the industry. There exist three types of suspensions: the tradi-
tional suspension that consists of a spring and a damper and known as passive
suspensions, since their performance solely determined by the road surface;
the second is the fully active suspension that depends on an actuator (usually
hydraulic) and are controlled through an electronic controller, these suspen-
sions can work on their own or with the aid of passive spring and damper
components; the third type known as semi-active suspension is an interme-
diate system between the previous two, where the electronic controller only
intent to modify the damping rate, by using a special type of dampers along
with the rest of the components of a passive suspension. Such dampers are
usually Electro or Magneto-Rheological dampers, which use uids that change
their viscosity in the presence of an electrical or magnetic eld (Selby, 2003).
Between the three types the semi-active suspensions is considered to give the
best compromise between the cost in energy consumption, actuators, sensors
hardware; and the performance as in safety and ride comfort. And therefore
have attracted research attention to improve the technologies of the semi-active
damping actuators and the design of the control strategies [139].
Semi-active suspensions use is not limited to automobile vehicles; they are
also used in motor vehicles, heavy vehicles, railway vehicles and even to isolate
buildings from vibrations. Although active suspension control has been widely
researched for decades, by simply looking at the literature, almost no research
has focused on designing the damper controller automatically depending on
the controlled object characteristics. Such an automatic design can allow the
redesign of the suspension controller without human intervention, and there-
fore increase the portability of the controller from one vehicle to another. This
technique could be very useful to redesign a suitable suspension model for each
vehicle model and therefore decrease the vehicle designing time.
Articial intelligence techniques like Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC), Arti-
cial Neural Network (ANN) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) has been used in
the literature to control semi-active suspensions and have yielded satisfying re-
sults, an excellent review of this use could be found in [140]. Nevertheless, the
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presented controllers were designed according to each specic system. Even
the controllers that were constructed through an auto-learning technique, like
ANN or FLC, used lab-data of the specic suspension for the construction,
which at the end imply that this controller could only be used for this specic
suspension.
8.2 Main contribution
This chapter presents an adapted version of the intelligent algorithm
presented in 6.3.1 that auto-generates the needed suspension data to be used
by an ANN to auto-construct a FLC controller. In this way, the designer
only enters the main characteristics of the suspension to the algorithm and
the algorithm generates the ANN training data automatically. Therefore, the
design of each controller would need less time and minimal human intervention.
The algorithm uses a simulation model for its design process; which is known to
be eective in the eld of vehicle design as it reduces the production time and
costs while providing a realistic model depending on the model quality [141].
Also the presented algorithm helps to minimize the possible human error and
lab data noise eect. The controller is tested on a quarter car model, on
four dierent road proles, and its results are compared to that of a passive
suspension. Simulations show the eciency of the proposed technique.
8.3 Suspension model
A quarter car's model is used in this study to model the dynamics of
the semi-active suspension. Quarter car models is often used to simplify the
calculations involved in the model while providing realistic results that can be
later adapted to a full model [142]. As its name suggests it's roughly the model
of a quarter of a car as shown in 8.1 [143, 144]. The actuator is connected in
series with the spring of the passive suspension to control the suspension in
order to improve its performance. The tire is modeled by a simple spring with
stiness (k2) and the unsprung mass (mu). It is assumed that the tire does not
leave the ground. The sprung mass (ms) of the vehicle body is considered as a
rigid body. The spring (k1), damper (Cs) and actuator between sprung mass
(ms) and unsprung mass (mu) constitute a semi-active suspension model.
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Figure 8.1: Quarter suspension vehicle model [14]
The dynamics equations of the quarter suspension model are:
 Sprung mass:
ms zs = k1 (zw   zs) + Cs ( _zw   _zs)  fa (8.1)
 Unsprung mass:
mu zw =  k1 (zw   zs)  Cs ( _zw   _zs)  k2 (zw   zr) + fa (8.2)
From equations 8.1 and 8.2 the following state space equations can be formu-
lated:
_X = AX +Bu (8.3)
Y = CX +D u (8.4)
where X is an the independent variable, u is the input vector and Y is the
output vector:
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0 0
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0 0
0 0
377775 (8.6)
The input vector u consists of actuator force fa and road disturbance zr.
There are three main parameters for the design and evaluation of the
vehicle suspensions [145, 95]:
 Sprung mass vibration isolation, which determines the ride comfort.
 Suspension stroke, which indicates the limit of the vehicle body motion.
 Tire road contact which provides proper lateral and braking force.
To observe these parameters, the following variables have to be examined:
 Vertical acceleration of sprung mass (zs).
 Deection of the suspension (zw   zs).
 Deection of the tire (zr   zw).
The decreased responses of these parameters indicate better suspension
quality. Therefore, a good controller should actuate a controlling force fa that
gives the minimum possible values for the previous variables.
8.4 The Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
As explained before with the Integrated Chasis Dynamics controller ex-
plained in section 6.3, to construct the proposed control system, two steps
has to be carried out. The rst is to construct the intelligent algorithm that
auto-generates the needed suspension data to be used afterward by the neural
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network. This phase is carried out once and then this algorithm can be run
on dierent suspensions without any need of its modication. The algorithm
mainly search for the optimum acceleration and wheel adhesion values that
could be obtained at dierent road conditions and the adequate force that
yields such results. These values are then stored in a database, to be learnt
by the ANN that automatically constructs the appropriate fuzzy controller for
the given suspension.
This section will start by explaining the proposed intelligent algorithm,
then it will briey explain the special type of ANN that is used for the FLC
construction and nally will explain the controller construction characteristics
and the used values in the given experiment.
8.4.1 Intelligent Algorithm
The rst step in the proposed idea is to search for the optimum force
control input (fa), which can yield the best performance of the vertical accel-
eration, the tire deection and the suspension deection. To nd the optimum
control force input fa, the proposed algorithm replaces the control system and
tests the suspension performance on dierent road conditions; and each con-
dition of which is tested along dierent time instances. Each test case is then
tried with dierent input force magnitudes, and the input that gives the best
performance, at this certain case, is stored in a database as the best control
input for this certain case.
The nal output of this algorithm is a quadruple set that can be written
as: f(zw zs), zs, (zr zw),fag and it represents the best decision output to be
taken by the control system when it gets these inputs. A table lled of these
quadruple sets at dierent riding conditions is then passed to the ANN so that
it can construct the fuzzy logic controller. The algorithm was written using
MATLAB's m-code.
8.4.2 ANFIS
The ANN used to construct the FLC is also a part of the technique called
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) mentioned before. For a
brief summarization, ANFIS is an advanced AI technique that uses a special
ANN and trains it on the given data to construct automatically a FLC that
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mimics this given data and can be installed in the system to be controlled (in
this case the suspension). The advantage of using ANFIS is that it combines
the benets of both: Neural Networks and Fuzzy logic; where the rst have
the quality of being adaptive and can learn by generalization and pattern
recognition, and the latter allows soft and steady performance [114].
Unlike the traditional linguistic Mamdani FLC technique, ANFIS uses a
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference method. The Takagi-Sugeno is a more compact
and computationally more ecient than the Mamdani system, furthermore, it
is more exible to the use of adaptive techniques [13]. For a detailed explana-
tion of the ANFIS training process, please refer to section 3.4.
8.4.3 Controller characteristics
To construct the learning data 2200 quadruple sets were constructed
through the previously explained algorithm. This data were then divided in
3 groups; estimation, validation and testing in the ratio of 2:1:1 respectively.
Where the network goes training cycle by cycle on the training data and check-
ing its performance on the validation set, while the testing set is to prevent
the learning algorithm to fall in a global minima. By means of the MATLAB
ANFIS toolbox, the neural network was constructed and taught on the given
data, see gure 8.2. The ANN design was chosen through trial and error by
varying the toolbox options, such as, the number and type of the fuzzy logic
membership functions, the number of the ANN learning epochs (cycles), the
error tolerance, etc. And accordingly the fuzzy logic systems were chosen as
the one that yields the least error percentage.
Figure 8.3 shows the performance of the new ANFIS-constructed FLC
on the training data, where the blue 'o's are the testing data that the system
should follow and the red '*'s are the output of the control system. The new
FLC has 19 gauss membership functions, and was trained over 50 epochs.
8.5 Simulation results and analysis
A simulation study was realized to verify the eciency of the proposed
controller before experiments are carried out on a real vehicle. Simulation was
carried on two identical quarter vehicle's model one using a passive suspension
and the other a semi-active suspension model, explained in section 8.3. The
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Figure 8.2: Neural Network structure
Figure 8.3: FLC-controller performance
models were implemented using MATLAB SIMULINK simulation software
and the chosen parameters of the simulated model are shown in table 8.1.
Sprung mass (ms) 250 kg
Unsprung mass (mu) 35 kg
Stiness of tyre (k2) 160000 N/m
Spring (k1) 1600 N/m
Damper (Cs) 980 Ns/m
Table 8.1: Parameters of vehicle suspension
To evaluate the model eciency four road proles were considered: a step
up step down of 0.1 meter each, a bump of 0.05 meter, a bump of 0.11 meter
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and a highly uneven road prole. The time domain response of the vehicle in
each of the cases is simulated for a period of four seconds, with sampling time
intervals of 0.001 seconds.
Figure 8.4 shows the road prole drew by the step up step down case, then
a comparison between the performances of the passive suspension (represented
by an uncontinuous line) and the semi-active suspension presented in this paper
(represented by a solid line). The graphs include the suspension evaluation
criteria; the vertical acceleration of sprung mass (zs), the deection of the
suspension (zw   zs) and the deection of the tire (zr   zw).
Figure 8.4: Step up step down simulation: passive suspension (solid line);
semi-active suspension (dotted line)
The vehicle's ride comfort or the ability of vibration isolation is evalu-
ated by the level of acceleration that the passengers or the suspended mass
are subjected to. And since the vibration aect the comfort basicly through
frequency, frequency weighting functions are used to evaluate the passengers
comfort [146, 96]. Therefore for a fair judgment of the results, Figure 8.5 shows
the spectral densities of the suspended mass of the body vertical displacement
and the body vertical acceleration, respectively. Frequencies near 1 Hz are
known to be sensitive to the human body and therefore the frequency zone
below 2 Hz has a great impact on the ride comfort [95], gure 8.5 shows the
eectiveness of the semi-active suspension system reduction in this area.
Figures 8.6 and 8.8 show the 0.05 and the 0.11 meter bumps road prole,
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Figure 8.5: Spectral densities of the step up step down simulation of the body
vertical displacement (rst two graphs) and the body vertical acceleration
(later two graphs)
respectively, with each of its corresponding sprung mass acceleration, suspen-
sion and tire deections. While gure 8.7 and 8.9 compares the eectiveness
of the suspension systems from the point of spectral densities of the suspended
mass of the body vertical displacement and acceleration, of each of these road
proles. The semi-active suspension shows a considerable reduction in the
displacement and acceleration frequencies, in both situations.
Finally the suspensions were tested on a rough road where a random road
prole is modelled as a ltered white noise suggested by Roh and Park (1998)
and could be described as:
w0 + avw = av
where a is a positive constant, v is the vehicle speed, and  is a zero-mean
Gaussian random process with the covariance cov[(t)] = 22. In this simu-
lation, the following values are considered to simulate a road that is rougher
than asphalt a = 1:35 and 2 = 1:10 2.
Figures 8.10 and 8.11 shows this road prole along with the suspension
evaluation criteria mentioned above and the evaluation frequencies, respec-
tively. The gures also prove the eciency of the proposed semi-active sus-
pension controlling technique. Also it can be seen from gures 8.4, 8.6, 8.8 and
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Figure 8.6: 0.05 meter bump simulation: passive suspension (solid line); semi-
active suspension (dotted line)
Figure 8.7: Spectral densities of the 0.05 meter bump simulation of the body
vertical displacement (rst two graphs) and the body vertical acceleration
(later two graphs)
8.10, that the controlling force fa doesn't exceed 1000 N which implies lower
energy consumption in comparison to the standard limit of 8000 N [147].
For a better judgment of the performance of both studied suspensions
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Figure 8.8: 0.11 meter bump simulation: passive suspension (solid line); semi-
active suspension (dotted line)
table 8.2 shows the Root Mean Square (RMS) values of the time responses
of the three main suspension evaluation criteria; the vertical acceleration of
sprung mass (zs), the deection of the suspension (zw   zs) and the deection
of the tire (zr   zw). From this table it can be observed that the semi-active
suspension system reduces all the evaluation parameters except for: the tire
deection in the step-up step down and the uneven road; and the suspen-
sion deection of the uneven road. Yet this increase is almost negligible in
comparison to the considerable reduction in the other parameters.
8.6 Discussion
In this chapter an intelligent algorithm was presented to facilitate the de-
sign of semi-active suspension controllers. The proposed algorithm constructs
the needed training data that is later passed to an ANN that auto construct
a FLC-based controller that is used to control the suspension.
The presented technique aims to reduce the cost and design time of the
controller and make it more portable to be reused for dierent suspension
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Figure 8.9: Spectral densities of the 0.11 meter bump simulation of the body
vertical displacement (rst two graphs) and the body vertical acceleration
(later two graphs)
RMS values
Road proles zs(m=s
2) (zw   zs) (m) (zr   zw) (m)
Step-up
Step-down
Passive 3.0501 0.0272 0.0100
Semi-
Active
2.7635 0.0302 0.0102
Bump 0.05 Passive 0.8332 0.0097 0.0013
Semi-
Active
0.6825 0.0082 0.0012
Bump 0.11 Passive 1.8329 0.0213 0.0029
Semi-
Active
1.5018 0.0180 0.0026
Uneven road Passive 1.5923 0.0092 0.0060
Semi-
Active
1.2920 0.0114 0.0075
Table 8.2: RMS values of vertical acceleration of sprung mass (zs), the deec-
tion of the suspension (zw   zs) and the deection of the tyre (zr   zw) for
dierent road proles
Passive suspension 
: : : : : : : : j 
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
Semi-active suspension 
: : : : : : : : j 
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
Frequency (Hz) 
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Figure 8.10: Uneven road simulation: passive suspension (solid line); semi-
active suspension (dotted line)
Figure 8.11: Spectral densities of the uneven road simulation of the body
vertical displacement (rst two graphs) and the body vertical acceleration
(later two graphs)
mechanism. This technique also helps to reduce the human-factor error, by
minimizing the human intervention, and also eliminate the possible lab-data
noise experienced by the similar techniques.
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Simulation results on a quarter vehicle model, show the eciency of the
presented controller through testing it over four dierent road proles. For
a realistic evaluation, the controller's results were compared to the results
obtained by a passive suspension, by means of parameters evaluation, spectral
density and root mean squared values.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the results and the achievements of the pre-
sented work. It rst reviews briey the thesis contents and the contribution to
the proposed solution. Then it veries that all the thesis objectives were met.
Finally, the chapter presents recommendations for future work.
9.1 Conclusions
Active control of the vehicle dynamics have been proved to have a great
impact on improving the vehicle stability. In the literature, dierent control
approaches were reviewed. Where some of these controllers aims to control the
longitudinal vehicle forces, others the lateral forces and others the vertical ones.
While all the reviewed controllers have been shown to improve the vehicle's
stability. Each one of them had its advantage and disadvantages. So in order
to compensate for these disadvantages, dierent controllers have to be grouped
together to make up for each other's aws.
Nevertheless this grouping can not be made simply by an arithmetic
operation. Due to the fact that the controlling objectives and/or decisions can
conict and/or overlap, resulting in undesired control outputs. Therefore, a
careful integration have been proved to be crucial. Lately, integration trials
have been a hot research topic and was dened under the name Integrated
Vehicle Dynamics Control (IVDC). Consequently, dierent approaches have
been used in the literature to try to improve the vehicle stability by integrating
two or more controllers.
Yet, the proposed controllers were human-designed and depended solely
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on human information that is highly error prone. Also, the presented controller
have been tested on the same maneuvers used for their design, hence their
reliability and predictability were questionable which is a great problem in a
safety critical system like the treated one.
Therefore, this thesis presents an auto-generated controller, that could
be automatically constructed through articial intelligence techniques. Such
that, an intelligent algorithm is developed to search for the optimum control
decision in the control variables space and store it in a database that contains
control inputs and their corespondent optimum output. This database is then
passed to an Articial Neural Network that is trained on these data, and from
what it have learned, it constructs a Fuzzy Logic Controller that mimics these
optimum control decisions. This FLC is the nal controller that is used to
control the vehicle.
The presented automated-approach have various advantages over the
others in literature. The most important of which are the minimization of
the human-intervention that cannot be reliable in a safety critical system. It
guarantees the inclusion of the maneuvers that a car can go through. It can be
easily auto-construct and auto-adapt and therefore can be easily adapted to
any vehicle model or any changes in the vehicle characteristics. It almost fully
exploits the available control hardware. And the use of the ANNs together
with the FLCs helps to combine the advantages of both techniques were the
rst have auto-learning and adaption capability while the other provides a
smooth control performance.
To test the proposed controller, a non linear full vehicle model was de-
signed. And by controlling this vehicle through Active Front Steering and
Brake-based Direct Yaw moment Control the controller performance was eval-
uated. To fairly judge the proposed controller, its performance was compared
to the performance of a reference model, another controller from the litera-
ture and passive vehicle. All the four vehicles were tested on three dierent
maneuvers: a J-turn, a change lane and a double change lane. Where these
maneuvers were tested in dry weather conditions at speeds of 20 and 30 m=s2
and on a slippery road condition at a speed of 20 m=s2.
Simulation results shows the eectiveness of the proposed approach.
Also, as the controlling approach seems to be promising in controlling other
mechanical systems. It is tested on a semi-active suspensions, that also yielded
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very satisfactory results.
9.2 Thesis objectives Fulllment
This section is dedicated to verify that all the thesis objectives were met.
It will discuss how all the work break down of objectives points were fullled.
First, the proposed IVDC eectively combined between two dierent
stand-alone vehicle chassis controllers that compliment each other: the AFS
and the brake-based DYC. Such that, as discussed in section 3.2, that while
the AS systems improves the vehicle stability in normal circulating conditions,
they became less eective as the vehicle reaches its handling limits. On the
other hand, the brake-based DYC is the most ecient as the vehicle approaches
its handling limits, but in normal circulating conditions it produces undesired
velocity reduction that decreases the driver controllability feel. Therefore, both
controllers were integrated to compensate the drawbacks of each other. Also
the decision of choosing these controllers over their competitors was supported
by their hardware simplicity, relatively low cost and their availability in the
market, so that the study could be based on realistic and achievable implemen-
tation goals. Such that, the brake-based DYC shares its sensors and actuators
with the ABS system that is available in almost all modern cars. And the AFS
system adds electric motors to the traditional front wheels steering system with
minimal extra sensors and actuators.
Second, the presented IVDC approach tends to exploit the advantages
of each of the two integrated control systems through the proposed intelligent
algorithm. Such that, the algorithm has extensively varied the possible control
input of each of the two controllers until the optimal control combination was
reached. In this way the IVDC insures to make the best use of the available
hardware resources.
Third, the reliability and predictability of the controller was shown by
training the ANN on the data collected through extensive generic maneuvers
to cover any driving situation that the driver might go through. And nally,
unlike the proposed systems in the literature, the controller was tested on a
completely new and dierent maneuvers, as shown in chapter 7.
Fourth, the system design approach makes it of a high repetitiveness
since all the learning is done oine. Therefore, the system will not be aected
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later by a certain road characteristic and forget about another. Neither would
it change if a certain driver uses the car more frequently than the other and
hence provides worse performance with the driver that rides less frequently.
On the contrary, the system learns the vehicle characteristics and behavior at
the beginning and repeats the learned control actions.
Fifth, the system eectively needs minimal human intervention to learn
the vehicle characteristics and behavior. Which makes it easily portable from
one vehicle model to another or from one suspension model to another. Such
that the data generation and the learning phases are done automatically through
intelligent systems with the minimal human aid.
Sixth, a high quality non-linear full vehicle model is developed with 13
degrees of freedom to model the necessary vehicle characteristics to simulate
the and evaluate the performance of the proposed controller.
Seventh, the thesis also denes the control objectives that the controller
should achieve. And described the equations that calculates their desired
values. And nally evaluated the obtained control results against the desired
values for a better insight of the results.
Eighth, the model have eectively shown results improvements in the
vehicle handling and control in comparison to an exact uncontrolled vehicle
and another vehicle controlled by a controller from the literature.
9.3 Recommendations for Further Work
The results yielded by the proposed algorithm and control strategy shows
very promising results, which encourages to make a long list of future work
and research. Some of which are:
 Test the model using a real-time hardware to verify its correct response
timing.
 Test the system on a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) systems to test the
whole model as a vehicle-driver closed loop model. Such that, the con-
troller can be tested at the presence of unpredictable driver reactions.
 Finally, mount the controller on a real vehicle for a production prototype.
 Last but not least, apply the same techniques on more nonlinear sys-
tems, other than the semi-active suspensions, and test the controller
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performance on them.
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Appendix A
Back-propagation learning
algorithm: equations
Equations from [116, Hagras Lecture Notes]:
Notation:
Output nodes: yk = '(vk); k = 1; 2; :::; l:
Hidden nodes: hi = '
h(vhi ); i = 1; 2; :::; n:
Inputs: xj; j = 1; 2; :::;m:
Output weights: wki
Hidden weights: whij
Network formulation: yk = '[
nP
i=0
wkihi] = '[
nP
i=0
wki'
h(
mP
j=0
whijxj)]
xo = h0 = +1, wko and w
h
io are biases.
Training data: fx(s); d(s)gMs=1; x(s) = [x1(s)x2(s):::xm(s)]T ,
d(s) = [d1(s)d2(s):::dl(s)]
T .
Error training: "(t) = 1
2
lP
k=1
e2k(t), ek(t) = dk(s(t))  yk(s(t)).
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4APPENDIX A. BACK-PROPAGATION LEARNING ALGORITHM: EQUATIONS
Weight updating:Instantaneous error gradient-descent:
Local gradients k(t), 
h
t (t):
wki(t) =   @"(t)@wki(t) = k(t)hi(t)
whij(t) =   @"(t)@whij(t) = 
h
i (t)xj(t)
To speed up the convergance, a moment term is added:
wki(t) = k(t)hi(t) + wki(t  1)
whij(t) = 
h
i (t)xj(t) + w
h
ij(t  1)
0 <  < 1
k = 1; 2; :::; l; i = 0; 1; 2; :::; n; j = 0; 1; 2; :::;m.
Appendix B
RMSD, maximum and
minimum values of the tested
maneuvers
This section provides the Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD) of the
ANFIS Controlled Vehicle (ACV), Fuzzy Controlled Vehicle (FCV) and the
passive vehicle described in chapters 6 and 7. And they are referred to as ans,
fuzzy and passive, respectively. Each of the three vehicles are compared based
on the deviation from their desired trajectory, from their desired yaw rate, and
from their desired side-slip angle. Where the deviation of the desired trajectory
is described as the RMSD of the XY-coordinate, the maximum X-coordinate
reached deviation and the maximum Y-coordinate reached deviation. While
both the yaw rate and the side-slip angles are evaluated through the RMSD
of each and the maximum and minimum deviations calculated by each.
The three evaluation trajectories: the Jturn, the Change Lane (CL) and
the Double-change Lane (DCL) are described in chapter 7. Tables B.1 and
B.2 show the described results on a dry surface with initial velocities of 20 and
30 km/h, respectively. While table B.3 shows the results on a 20 km/h in a
snowy weather condition.
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6 APPENDIX B. RMSD, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES OF THE TESTED MANEUVERS
Trajectory Yaw rate Side-slip Angle
RMSD Max X Max Y RMSD Max Min RMSD Max Min
Jturn ans 24.94 -6.741 -24.94 0.0065 0.0096 -0.0201 0.0328 0.0047 -0.0532
fuzzy 28.64 -9.981 -26.84 0.0039 0.0062 0.0279 0.0219 0.004 -0.0368
passive 71.28 24.03 -67.1 0.14 0.2153 -0.1311 0.0651 0.0056 -0.142
CL ans 4.49 4.49 0.045 0.002 0.0068 -0.0071 0.0085 0.029 -0.0307
fuzzy 5.8 5.8 0.0457 0.0011 0.0038 -0.0052 0.0068 0.0207 -0.022
passive 8.77 7.72 -4.17 0.1143 0.3147 -0.3593 0.0193 0.0654 -0.059
DCL ans 7.8 7.80 0.068 0.0028 0.0068 -0.0071 0.0116 0.0291 -0.0307
fuzzy 10.07 10.07 0.1049 0.0734 0.2845 -0.2845 0.0068 0.0207 -0.022
passive 19.04 13.18 13.74 0.139 0.3231 -0.359 0.0247 0.0654 -0.059
Table B.1: Results of the 20 km/h maneuvers on dry surface
Trajectory Yaw rate Side-slip Angle
RMSD Max X Max Y RMSD Max Min RMSD Max Min
Jturn ans 51.33 -41.46 -30.26 0.0759 0.0136 -0.3059 0.0724 0.0024 -0.1282
fuzzy 51.88 -9.548 -51 0.0023 0.0089 -0.0105 0.0828 0.0020 -0.1331
passive 52.85 50.75 -52.61 0.1045 0.2418 -0.2466 0.1119 0.0019 -0.2243
CL ans 4.63 4.63 0.1065 0.0024 0.0099 -0.01 0.0166 0.057 -0.056
fuzzy 5.79 5.79 -0.0567 0.0011 0.0035 -0.0056 0.01 0.0282 -0.0329
passive 66.44 17.07 64.21 0.1147 0.3591 -0.2852 0.088 0.21 -0.1312
DCL ans 8.17 8.17 0.1674 0.0034 0.013 -0.0101 0.023 0.0574 -0.0568
fuzzy 10.36 10.36 0.0722 0.0015 0.0054 -0.0056 0.0144 0.0351 -0.0329
passive 128.3 73.83 105.00 0.2261 0.5188 -0.2852 0.0947 0.2295 -0.1311
Table B.2: Results of the 30 km/h maneuvers on dry surface
7Trajectory Yaw rate Side-slip Angle
RMSD Max X Max Y RMSD Max Min RMSD Max Min
Jturn ans 41.71 -32.57 -26.06 0.0418 0.0003 -0.0835 0.03 0.0029 -0.034
fuzzy 52.65 -47.92 -21.81 0.0557 0.00 -0.0619 0.0259 0.0027 -0.0284
passive 23.15 17.36 -15.32 0.0478 0.1134 -0.0922 0.0556 0.0034 -0.103
CL ans 4.51 4.51 -0.12 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.04 -0.04
fuzzy 5.4 5.398 -0.1228 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.03
passive 69.65 38.13 -58.28 0.17 0.30 -0.40 0.15 0.28 -0.07
DCL ans 7.99 7.99 0.30 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.04 -0.04
fuzzy 9.40 9.40 0.28 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.03
passive 71.79 42.82 -57.62 0.18 0.30 -0.53 0.17 0.30 -0.07
Table B.3: Results of the 20 km/h maneuvers on snowy surface
